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COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR CALCULATING SUPERSONIC FLOW
ON THE WINDWARD SIDE OF CONICAL DELTA WINGS
BY THE METHOD OF LINES
By E. B. Klunker, Jerry C. South, Jr., and Ruby M. Davis
Langley Research Center
SUMMARY
This paper is a user's manual for a program which calculates the supersonic flow
on the windward side of conical delta wings with shock attached at the sharp leading edge
by the method of lines. The program also has a limited capability for computing the
flow about circular and elliptic cones at incidence. It provides information including the
shock shape, flow field, isentropic surface-flow properties, and force coefficients. A
description of the program operation, a sample computation, and a FORTRAN IV program
listing are included.
INTRODUCTION
In reference 1 the so-called method of lines was developed for obtaining numerical
solutions of general supersonic conical flow problems, that is, those gas-dynamic prob-
lems in which the fluid properties do not vary along rays emanating from a common point
in the flow. The method was applied to circular and elliptic cones and to the windward
side of conical delta wings with shock attached at the sharp leading edges.
This paper describes a computer program, which uses the method of reference 1
and which is primarily designed for the delta-wing problems just mentioned. The program
provides information including the shock shape, flow field, isentropic surface-flow prop-
erties, and force coefficients. The program also has a limited capability for the calcula-
tion of flow about the circular and elliptic cones, but a more efficient version is available
for those problems and is described in reference 2. Some remarks concerning the oper- •
ation of this program for the circular and elliptic cones are relegated to appendix A.
The present program has a built-in capability for three different conical-wing
cross sections: flat plate, circular arc, and modified wedge. The modified wedge is a
wedge cross section with the center ridgeline rounded by a circular arc of user-specified
radius; a sharp ridgeline is approximated by a very small radius. Other cross sections
can be included in the program without much difficulty.
The mathematical method and coordinates are described very briefly, and details
of the operation of the program are given herein. A listing of the computer program is
given in appendix B together with a list of the subroutines and a flow chart. Appendix C
presents a sample computation.
METHOD OF LINES
The method of lines was developed in complete detail in reference 1; hence, only a
brief description is presented herein. The flow equations are initially written in a body-
oriented, orthogonal, conical coordinate system (r,?y,T), as shown from below and behind
the wing in sketch (a), where r is the distance along a conical ray, ?? is the angle mea-
sured from the body surface to the ray in a plane where T is constant, and T is a mea-
sure of the arc length along the intersection of the body surface with a sphere of radius r
centered at the body apex. Specifically, T is determined by numerical integration on the
unit sphere. The free-stream velocity vector V^ lies in the YZ-plane of symmetry,
and the origin of the arc length T is taken in the windward plane of symmetry. All com-
putations are made in the right half-plane. The integration of the system of equations is
facilitated by a coordinate transformation which maps the region bounded by the shock and
the body into a rectangular domain. The transformed variables are
and
Sketch (a)
where ?? = ??S(T) is the shock surface. Thus,
shock.
= 0 on the body, and £ = 1 on the
The £,£-plane is divided by N + 1 lines parallel to the £-axis; the line 1=1 is
taken in the windward plane of symmetry, and the line N + 1 is at the wing leading edge,
where the shock is assumed to be attached. The layout of the computational lines for
N = 6 is shown in sketch (b). At each line the system of differential equations is reduced
to a set of ordinary differential -difference equations by replacing the derivatives 8/9£
by finite differences. The derivative of the Lagrange interpolation polynomial is used in
this program with an equal number of lines on either side of the line at which 9/a£ is
computed; therefore, central differencing is obtained when the line spacing is equal. The
initial values for the system of equations are determined from the shock relations once
the shock shape is specified, and the equations are integrated numerically from the shock
to the body. The system of equations is integrated simultaneously along each line
I = 1, . . ., N. The differential equations along any line are coupled to those along the
other lines through the finite -difference approximations to the cross derivatives a/a£.
The equations are integrated by a fourth-order Runge-Kutta method. The accuracy of
this method allows the use of relatively large integration steps. The integration step
size can generally be taken in increments of -0.1 from the shock to a value of £ of 0.1
and in increments of -0.05 and -0.025 thereafter. An iterative process based on the
Newton method is utilized to adjust the shock shape to satisfy the conditions of flow





















Physical ( T , T) ) plane Transformed ( £ , £ ) plane
Sketch (b)
CONICAL -WING GEOMETRY
Three wing shapes - flat plate (M = 3), circular arc (M = 4), and modified wedge
(M = 5) - are built into the program and are selected with the use of the body-selection
trigger M. It is possible to substitute other wing cross-section shapes with little
change in the program provided the wing shape is defined by a function with continuous
first and second derivatives. For such wing shapes, the body geometry can be substituted
into the logic for the circular -arc wing, and the computation for the new wing shape is
found with the body -selection trigger M equal to 4. The changes required for wing
shapes with discontinuities in curvature, such as the modified wedge cross section
(M = 5), are more involved. No description of such changes is given herein, since each
shape with curvature discontinuities must be considered individually to insure proper
numerical integration for the body geometry.
The compression surface of the conical wing is defined by an equation of the form
where x and y are the rectangular coordinates of the wing and are related to the
Cartesian coordinates X,Y,Z by
XQ = X/Z and y0 = Y/Z
The coordinate X is in the spanwise direction, Z is along the axis of the conical
wing, and the YZ -plane is the wing plane of symmetry. The windward side of the wing is
in the lower half -plane; hence, it should be noted that Y and y have negative values
there.
The functions required are Gx, G^, Gy, G and Gxy, where the subscripts
denote derivatives with respect to the indicated argument. These functions, with their
appropriate FORTRAN name, which replace those for the circular-arc wing, are as
follows:
GY (GX(I)), G „ (GXX(I)), and Gv (GY(I)) in cards B3010, B3020, and B3030x xx y
of subroutine BG, respectively.
Gyy (GYY(I)) and Gxy (GXY(I)) in cards B3080 and B3090 of subroutine BG,
respectively.
y0 (YOO), GX (GXI), and Gy (GYI) in cards D500, D510, and D520, of sub-
routine DERIV, respectively. At this stage XQ is the quantity F(l).
Gx (GXI) and Gy (GYI) in cards D910 and D920 of subroutine DERIV,
respectively. At this stage xo is F(2) and yQ is F(3).
APPROXIMATE SHOCK SHAPE FOR CONICAL WINGS
The approximate built-in shock shape for the conical delta wings is generally satis-
factory for starting the computations. This shock shape is an even function of £ which




The value of 77 ., used in the program is a tangent-cone approximation increased by as, i
factor of 1.2 to avoid the Mach wave conditions for very thin wings at small incidence.
In a few computations, the approximate starting value of 77 , was so inaccurate thats, i
the required corrections AT? . were sizable; thus, a substantial "roughness" in thes,i
shock shape resulted and subsequent iterations failed. Even so, the first correction
for 77 ., has been quite good, so that using that value in the approximate shock shape
'and restarting the program have always been successful. The value of r? j, ETAS(l)
in FORTRAN notation, is set in cards E710 and E720 of subroutine APPROX.
PROGRAM OPERATION
In general, the program operation fprcthe conical-wing computations proceeds with
little difficulty and can be made by starting from the built-in approximate shock shape.
Instabilities can arise in some cases, and a change in some of the parameters involved
will sometimes yield converged solutions. A number of parameters can be adjusted
which can affect the convergence and computing time. Some discussion of these param-
eters is given subsequently with general recommendations for their values.
Input Description
The following list contains the program input variables, which are arranged














Free-stream Mach number, M^
Ratio of specific heats, y
Number of lines. Line 1 is in the windward symmetry
plane.
For conical wings, line N + 1 is at the leading edge.
For elliptic cones, line N is in the leeward symmetry
plane.
To obtain force coefficients, N must be an even number
for the conical wings and an odd number for the elliptic
cones.
Body-selection trigger
M = 0 for circular cone at zero incidence
M = 2 for circular and elliptic cones
M = 3 for windward side of flat-plate wing
M = 4 for windward side of circular-arc wing
M = 5 for windward side of modified-wedge wing
M = 1 and 6 are not operational
Number of cases to be computed in a natural sequence
where the converged r\ . values for one case are useds,i
as the starting values for the next case. NCASES is
equal to or greater than one.
Trigger for reading in shock shape
NREAD = 0 for built-in approximate shock shape. This
option is satisfactory for elliptic cones which are nearly
circular and small angles of attack.





NSPACE Line space trigger
NSPACE = 1 for equal line spacing
NSPACE = 2 gives piecewise constant line spacing in
three segments with NA lines in the first segment,
(NB-NA) lines in the second segment, and (N-NB)
lines in the third segment. This option is not recom-
mended. (See input card no. 6 for further description.)
NPLOT Trigger for punched card output used for plotting (see
subsection entitled Plots)
NPLOT = 0 no punched card output
NPLOT = 1 punched card output
NPUNCH Punched card output for 77 .
NPUNCH = 0 no punched card output
NPUNCH = 1 punched card output for each case
This information read in only for M = 5.
PHIWD Wedge angle in the plane Z = 1, 0W, degrees (sketch (c))
BX Parameter locating XQ coordinate of junction of wedge
with circular arc in the plane Z = 1. A sharp center
ridgeline is approximated by a 'small value-for BX, for
example, BX = 0.001. Whenever BX < XOBAR(2) (see
section entitled Summary Print Block), line 1 is the only
line on the curved segment. In this case, the program
sets the body-curvature terms to zero in the differential






This information read in only if NREAD = 1.
ETAS(I) Values of rj . which are used to start the computationss,i
VTESTHD Accuracy criterion on maximum normal velocity component
at body surface, in which usually a value of 10-3 suffices
VTEST1 Trigger for modified Newton iteration. When the maximum
magnitude of the normal velocity component on the sur-
face VMAX lies between VTEST and VTEST1, a modified
Newton method (ref. 1) is incorporated where the old
Jacobian matrix of influence coefficients is used.
This information read in only if NSPACE = 2.
NA Number of lines equally spaced in first segment; must be
an odd number to obtain force coefficients (sketch (d))
NB Line number at end of second segment; must be an odd
number to obtain force coefficients
ANA For conical wings, ANA = XI(NA)/XI(N + 1). For elliptic
or circular cones, ANA = — -.
XI(N)/2
BNB For conical wings, BNB = XI(NB)/XI(N + 1). For elliptic
. _„_ XI(NB)







XI is arc length along surface contour.
Sketch (d)
Input FORTRAN Descriotionii-H nr. ^QiHaMa UCSCriptlOncard no. variable
This information read in only if M = 5.
THETAD The semiangle between the wing leading edge and the
Z-axis, 0, degrees
ALPHAD Angle of attack, a, degrees
8 This information read in only if M ^  5.
T For conical delta wings, T is the ratio of center-line
thickness to semispan.
For circular and elliptic cones, T = b/a, where b is
the semiaxis in the YZ-plane of symmetry (which con-
tains the velocity vector) and a is the semiaxis in the
XZ -plane of symmetry.
THETAD 9, degrees
For the conical delta wings, the angle between the wing
leading edge and the Z-axis (complement of sweep
angle).
For the circular and elliptic cones, the cone semiangle in
the XZ-plane of symmetry.
ALPHAD Angle of attack, a, degrees
Output Description
Among the first items printed are some of the input parameters (see section
entitled Input Description), and in addition, some preliminary computed quantities and
control parameters (quantities described in the sections entitled Auxiliary Definitions
and Secondary Parameters) which are not input data but which can be readily changed
within the program. A sample computation is presented in appendix C.
The following output information is printed for each pivotal (trial) shock shape:
ETAS(I), ETASP(I), CP(I) (pressure coefficient) at shock, CP(I) at body, and V(I) at body
for 1=1, . . .,N + 1 for the conical wings and 1=1,. . . ,N for the circular and elliptic
cones. After the print of V(I) are the values of KCOUNT, VMAX, EPSIG, SPACER,
and DETERM, followed by the corrections to the shock shape DETA(I).
After the solution has converged (that is, VMAX < VTESTHD, where VTESTHD
is VTEST in the sample computation), the full results are printed, starting on a new page,
with the input and much of the preliminary information repeated in an orderly fashion.
This arrangement allows the printing for the preliminary iterations to be separated and
discarded if desired. For conical wing calculations, information relating to the wing
leading-edge shock follows this printing. The following quantities, which are measured
in a plane normal to the wing leading edge, are printed: DELTA(N+1), BETA(SONIC),
DELTA(SONIC), BETA(DET), DELTA(DET), BETAD(N+1), SIGMAD, VNS, and AMN. The
coordinates of the tip Mach cone XMACH and YMACH are printed in the next block
together with the scaled values XMACHB and YMACHB which are nondimensionalized by
the wing semispan. The summary print block is then printed followed by the arc length
XI(I), the body coordinates XO(I) and YO(I), the shock quantities ETAS(I) and ETASP(I),
and finally the zeta print blocks.
Windward-line zeta limits.- Following the ZETA = 0 print block, the limiting
values of certain flow properties which are dependent upon the direction of approach to
the nodal-point singularity, as described in reference 1, are printed. The values printed
in the ZETA = 0 print block are the limits obtained by approaching the symmetry plane
along the surface. The limits corresponding to an approach in the symmetry plane are
tabulated in the output under the heading WINDWARD LINE ZETA LIMITS. (The entropy
function SBAR is printed under the heading labeled S.)
Force coefficients.- After the windward-line zeta limits, the aerodynamic force
and moment coefficients are printed as well as the center-of-pressure location. The
quantities printed are axial force (CZ), normal force (CY), drag (CD), lift (CL), moment
about X-axis (CM), and the coordinates of the center of pressure (YEAR and ZBAR). The
reference area for the force and moment coefficients is the plan area.
Plots.- The program has a plot-option trigger, NPLOT, which can be used to obtain
punched card output for use in another program which, in turn, rearranges the cards in
an order suitable for plotting cross-flow streamlines, cross-flow sonic lines, and cross
sections of the body and shock, as well as surface and shock pressure coefficients, and
surface quantities U, W, RHO, and CROSSM as functions of the nondimensional spanwise
coordinate, x. This second program is not included, however, because each different
computer system has its own variations in plotting routines and requirements. It is
hoped that the user can adapt the punched card output for these plots to his specific
requirements.
Appropriate labels identifying the inputs for the case for which the punched card
output is obtained are punched in the MAIN program at cards A1310 and A1320, and the
body coordinates, surface quantities, and sonic-line coordinates are punched at cards
A6960 to A7070. The quantity NZETA punched at card A6950 in the MAIN program
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(computed at card L750 in subroutine PRINT) is a counter of the number of integration
steps from the shock and is used in the plotting program. In subroutine PRINT, xs,
-which is the value of x along the shock, and the shock pressure coefficient are punched
at cards L540 and L550. The coordinates of the shock and cross-flow streamlines are
punched at cards L800 and L810.
Auxiliary Definitions
Several quantities appear in the printout of the preliminary iterations, some of
which can be useful in evaluating the sequence of iterations. Several auxiliary quantities















Ratio of critical speed to free-stream speed
Mach number based on component of stream velocity in a plane
normal to wing leading edge
Shock angle for sonic velocity behind shock, degrees
Shock angle for shock detachment at wing leading edge, degrees
Shock angle at wing leading edge, degrees
Flow deflection across leading-edge shock measured in a plane
normal to wing leading edge, degrees
Flow-deflect! on angle across shock at detachment condition,
degrees
Flow-deflection angle across shock for sonic velocity condition,
degrees
Correction applied to each value of ?]s, ATJ
Determinant of the Jacobian, or influence coefficient, matrix
(This matrix is normalized so that the sum of squares of the
elements of each row is 1.)
Parameter for controlling step size during the numerical integra-
tion of the body geometry; used in cards C580 and C590 of sub-















each perturbation integration; set in card A2690 of MAIN pro-
gram and used in cards A8060, A8160, and A8210 of MAIN
program
Derivative of the quantity ?7a with respect to the arc length T,
'dr
Number of integration steps used to determine £(N)/2 in body-
geometry computation
Total number of pivotal and variational integrations
Number of iteration cycles. The first cycle always consists of
one pivotal and N variational integrations to generate the
Jacobian matrix. Subsequent cycles may or may not include
the N perturbation integrations. No perturbation runs are
made when VMAX < VTEST1 (modified Newton computation),
and the old Jacobian matrix is used to obtain the corrections A?j.
In this case a cycle is one integration. When VMAX > VTEST1,
one cycle consists of the pivotal integration and the N pertur-
bation integrations required to generate a new Jacobian matrix.
Free-stream total pressure referenced to product of free-stream
density and square of free-stream velocity
Relative angle of incidence for circular and elliptic cones, o>/9o,
where 0Q is the cone semiapex angle in the vertical plane of
symmetry and a is the angle of attack, degrees (not printed
in delta-wing computations)
Angle between wing and shock at leading edge, degrees
Maximum magnitude of normal velocity component on body surface
Component of unit free-stream velocity in plane normal to wing
leading edge
Arc length to wing leading edge on the intersection of the unit
sphere with the wing
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Secondary Parameters
A number of secondary parameters which control various computations have been








Control parameter for triggering the extrapolation to the
surface. When the G function in the denominators of
the equations for the zeta derivatives becomes smaller
than EPSIG, the program extrapolates to obtain values of
the normal velocity component at the surface. This
parameter is used in cards J960 and J980 of subroutine
EQNS and set in card A2660 of the MAIN program. The
normal value is 10 ~3. This parameter must be reduced
in value when small integration steps are used near the
body.
Parameters used in variable-step integration. Variable-
step integration is not recommended for either engineering
computations or for computations within the entropy layer.
The program uses a fixed-step mode by setting
DSMIN=DSMAX in cards K350 and K360 of subroutine
RUNKUT2. Value of EPSINT is set in card A2700 of the
MAIN program and is used in cards K1250 and K1370 of
subroutine RUNKUT2.
Sets the minimum distance between points to be used in the
formula for extrapolation to body surface. This param-
eter is used in card K540 of subroutine RUNKUT2 and set
in card A2670 of the MAIN program. The recommended
value is SPACER=EPSIG.
Summary Print Block


















Arc tan (yo/xo)> degrees
Arc tan (ys/xs)> degrees
XQ, y Cartesian coordinates of body in plane Z = 1
xo> yo Cartesian coordinates of body referenced to xo max,
where xo max is the maximum value of xo
xs> ys Cartesian coordinates of shock in plane Z = 1
x<3> Jo Cartesian coordinates of shock referenced to xn — oyO7 * o UjlildA.
rjg Value of ?? at shock, radians (see section entitled
Zeta Print Blocks for description of 77)
P Angle between free-stream velocity vector and tangent
plane to shock, degrees
| Arc length along the intersection of the body surface
and the unit sphere
Pressure coefficient at shock wave
CPBODY Pressure coefficient at body surface
Zeta Print Blocks








Independent variable, ??/??s; £ = 1 at shock and £ = 0 on body
surface
Pressure p referenced to product of free-stream density and
square of free-stream velocity
Pressure referenced to product of free-stream density and •
square of critical speed
Pressure referenced to free-stream total pressure

















Density p referenced to free-stream density
u-, v-, w-components of velocity in r-, ?]-, T-directions,
respectively, referenced to critical speed
Quasi-cylindrical velocity components in Z-direction, and directions
normal and tangential to body contour in plane Z = 1, respectively
Circular cylindrical components of velocity normal and tangential
to a circle in the plane Z = 1, referenced to critical speed.
UCC is same as UC.
Cartesian velocity components, referenced to critical speed
Arc tan (VX/VZ), degrees
Arc cos (vY/VWX)2 + (VY)2 + (VZ)2 degrees
Cartesian coordinates referenced to
Cartesian coordinates, referenced to x^ _,„,.., of cross-flow
Uj IIldA
streamline (isentrope) that intersects the shock at line I
Angle measured in a plane normal to the body from ray on surface
of body to ray in field, 77, radians
Function that appears as a factor in the denominator of most of the
equations for the ^-derivatives and which vanishes at the body
(g in ref. 1, p. 12)
Function which is a factor in the denominator of the equations for
^-derivatives (D in ref. 1, p. 13). It vanishes when a line
£ = Constant becomes tangent to a conical characteristic.
The tangency can occur only when regions of supersonic cross
flow (CROSSM g 1) appear.
i/u2 V2 W2Local Mach number, ———— , where a is the speed of
CL
sound















Entropy function, S = log[(P/PINF)p^]
(P/ROVSQ)/py
Ratio of total pressure to free-stream total pressure
Total pressure referenced to product of free-stream density
and square of free-stream velocity
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 V2 + W2
y - i
Error in Bernoulli equation, 1 - ( y ^ + u
\r - 1 p
dp du dv dw d§ respectively
d£' d?' dC' dC d£' F y
Finite-difference approximations for |£, —, —, —, —,dr' dr dr' dr' dr'
respectively
Sonic-line coordinates referenced to wing semispan, xO;inax
Accuracy Control Parameters
The accuracy of the computations improves with increasing number of lines N and
with increasing number of points NP in the cross-derivative approximation formula
only within certain limitations. Instabilities can arise for both the elliptic cones and the
conical wings, and the instabilities are accentuated for the larger values of N. The
integration step size, particularly near the body surface, can also influence the accuracy
of the final results. Recommended values for computations to engineering accuracy





Integration step size from shock to body; set in cards K420 to K470 of
subroutine RUNKUT2. Recommended values are
DS=-0.1 for O . l ^ Z E T A i l . O
DS = -0.05 for 0.05 ^ ZETA ^ 0.1
DS = -0.025 for 0.025 i ZETA ^ 0.05










For conical wings, N = 8 to 14.
For circular cones at small incidence (RANGLE < 0.5) or elliptic
cones of moderate axis ratio (T £ 0.7) and small incidence,
N= 5 to 11.
Number of points used in computation of cross derivatives; set in
cards A680 and A690 in MAIN program
NP = 3 for computations where computing time is a prime
consideration.
NP = 5 for the most computations. Larger values increase the
computing time substantially with little change in the overall results.
The accuracy with NP = 5 is noticeably better than with NP = 3.
Convergence criterion on the normal velocity component at the body
surface. VTESTHD = 10~3 to 10~4 for most cases.
Parameter for selection of regular or modified Newton procedure.
The modified Newton procedure is used after all the normal velocity
components on the body are less than VTEST1. This value is 0.01
to 0.05 for most cases.
Limitations
The limitations of the method are described in detail in reference 1. For the sake
of completeness, some of the important points in regard to the delta-wing calculations are
repeated here; the elliptic-cone cases are discussed in references 1 and 2.
As stated earlier, this program is restricted to the supersonic flow on the windward
side of conical wings without yaw and with shocks attached at the sharp leading edge. An
obvious limitation in the angle-of-attack range is that a can not exceed the value corre-
sponding to leading-edge shock detachment and should not be less than the value which
corresponds to an expansion on the lower surface. Other limitations are in Mach number
and number of lines. All delta-wing cases attempted by the authors with M^ £ 3 have
been successful. If the Mach number is too low, the shock wave may lie a considerable
distance from the surface, and unacceptable error growth may occur, as described in
reference 1. Similar instability arises if too many lines are used; 19 lines appear to be
the practical maximum in many cases. This maximum is not a severe restriction for the
delta wings, since usually the use of eight to 14 lines yields excellent accuracy.
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Special System Features
The program makes use of certain features which are special to the Control Data
series 6000 computer system at the Langley Research Center, and some changes may be
required for other systems. The word length of this computer is 60 bits; consequently,
double precision may be required on systems with 32 or 36 bit word lengths. Some
seven-character variable names, which may not be acceptable to other systems, have
been used in the program. The program is written in FORTRAN IV and requires a field
length of 10K.Q to compile and execute on the CDC 6000 series computer system at
Langley Research Center.
Langley Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Hampton, Va., November 23, 1971.
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APPENDIX A
REMARKS ON COMPUTATIONS FOR CIRCULAR AND ELLIPTIC CONES
As already mentioned, this program has a limited capability for computing the flow
past circular and elliptic cones, but a more efficient version is available for such prob-
lems. (See ref. 2.) When the present program is used for such problems, the following
remarks should be noted:
(1) Line N lies in the leeward plane of symmetry. (There is no line N + 1 as in
the wing problems.)
(2) The elliptic cone solutions can be quite sensitive to the accuracy of the shock
shape; consequently, they must be developed in incremental steps. A limited provision
for this type of computation is provided by the parameter NCASES, where NCASES is the
total number of cases in the sequence. Its use allows the converged shock shape for one
computation to be used as the initial shock shape for the next computation in the sequence.
For example, to obtain calculations for an elliptic cone with T = 0.5, a sequence of cal-
culations starting with a circular cone (T = 1.0) and NREAD = 0 should be input; sub-
sequent calculations in the sequence should have values of T decreasing in small incre-
ments to T = 0.5.
19
APPENDIX B
PROGRAM LISTING, LIST OF SUBROUTINES, AND FLOW CHART
The computational program listing is given in this appendix together with a list of
the subroutines and a flow chart.
Program Listing
The computational program listing is as follows:
PROGRAM MAINt INPUT, QuTPUT. TAPES* I NPUT , PUNCH)
CONICAL FLOW BY THE METHOD OF LINES
COMMON FUN (20. 6 ) . DFUN<20-6> • FUNC <2O- 6 » . DFUNC ( 2O • 6 ) .31 ( 2O . 6 1 • B2 < 20 «
COMMON /ERROR/ ER<ia>.ERR(l2 J.BLKU2)
DIMENSION IOATE<2). ETASO(20>« V0(20>. D < 20 • 20 ) ' B ( 20 . 1 1 . IPIVOT<2
2 DPI OUI 20. 2O I
DIMENSION DMOLD(20,2n)
DIMENSION XBSNC<5O), YBSNC < 5O >
EQ<J i VALENCE ( o . OF t ou i
COMMON /BLOCM/ ISTL.NCYCLEfNCOUNT
































KJUNf.T MUST BE INTEGER OP ELSE CHANGE COMPUTATION OF AFAC
IF (M.NE.6 PRINT 116* NA, ANA .NB .BNB
IF (M.EO.6 PRINT 141 . NA.NB.K JUNCT. ANA .CNC
DO 1O4 LI * .NCASES
NCNTsNCNT*
PR 1 NT 110









































1B.3HFR .4HER10.4HER1 1 , 4HERJ2X
DATA ( RR( I » . 1 ml , 121/4HERRI . 4M£RR2 .4HERR3 .4HERR4 ,4HERH5. 4HERR6. 4HE
1RD7.4H RP8.4H£RR9<5HEBRlO.SHERRl 1 .5H£RR12/
CA L 0 TIM I IOATE)
PR NT 1 . 1DATE
PR NT O





PI 3. 1 5926536
EP 1GO .OO1














M O ZE»O- INCIDENCE CIRCULAR CONE
M 1 »«• NOT OPERATIONAL -WINDWARD SIDE OF ELLIPTIC CONE
M 2 CIRCULAR AND ELLIPTIC CONE
M 4 WINDWARD SIDE OF CIRCULAR ARC WtNG









































PRINT 1 1 1 . IOATE

























,4.0».M.E0.3» GO TO 7
.4.0R.M.EQ.S) GO TO 7















































IF ix.EQtS) SO TO 9 170O C INITIAL VALUE
OENOM-SQRTCA2U 1 |*VN$ 1 73O NCOUNT-0
IF (DENOM.GT.l .E-10) GO TO 6 1740 NCYCLE"!
I 1 .GYI 1 1 .XOt I | ,YO( I > > A 2 < I l.DENOM 1760 NSTEP" 1
STOP 0103 1770 NpflinT-1
B SINDELN*ANUM/DENOH JTBO EPSIG*.OOI
DELTAN«ASIN (S INDELN ) 1 790 SPACE"*!tPS IG
GO To 10 1600 EPSIGMX»EPSIG
DELTAN«A1_PHAB+PH1VB 1630 NMAX-20
10 COTANON-1 ./TAN(DELTAN) 1640 1NTSTEP*0
IF (NOEBUG.EO.O ) PRINT 114. BLK (2 ) . I * VNS. AMN. ANuM . DENOM , S 1 NDELN.DE 1 BSD c
1 (. TAM , COTANON.PHl tTB . ALPHAS 1 660 c COMPUTE I N I T !
O.UAM* t . / <4**GAMMA*AMN**2 ) 1 670
 c
GAMPl-GAMMA+1. 1BSO IB NLINfS'N
PBINT 114. ER(3). I.OUANI .QUANZ 1920 GO To 20
STOP 0104 1930 19 CALL DAYTIM (
11 SI NBC-SORT (QUAN«(GAMp I *AMN«a-4.+SORT<QuANl ) > ) 1940 PRINT ISO. NC
BETDR-ASINtSINBOl I960 20 CONTjNUE
BETSR-ASIN(SINBS) 1970 IF (NCOUNT.EO
ISlNBS.BETDa.BETSR 1990 , IF (NCOUNT.EO
COTDOET-TAN(BETOR1»(GA'*P1*AMN*»2/'(2.*(AMN«*2»S|N(BETOP)»*2-1 » 1 J-l . A20OO 1 , 1 " 1 ,L 1 w I T )
1 > A2O10 DO 21 1 -I .LIM
2570




















YCUE . IOATE " A2B20




1 ) A2O30 21 CONTINUE A29tO
DELTAOT-ATANd .XCOTDOET) A2Q40 DO 30 I -1 . LIMIT A2920
DCLTASN«ATAN< 1 .XCOTDsON) A2030 XZERO-XI f I ) A2930
DELTAND-DeLTAN*RAO A206O IF ( I .EO.NL 1 NEP1 ) GO TO 22 A2940
eerso«SET5R*RAo A2070 IF C*.NE*O> CALL. LGRANGC tm, I.NP.NLINES.NLINEPI .NOCBUG.XZERO.XI ,ET 42930
DELTASD-DELTASN«RAO A20BO 1 AS .X , Y.ETASP t I I) A 2960
6ETtJD»BETDR»RAO ' A2090 IF (M.EO.O) ETASP ( 1 )»0.0 • A2970
PRINT 129. BETDDtDCLTADD A2J20 CONl mSlN IETA 1 1 ) > A3OOO
IF (DeLTAN.ST.OELTADTI PRINT | 30 A2130 CON2.COS IETA ( I J ) A3010
IF (DELTAN.GT.OELTADrl GO TO 104 A2I40 H«CON2-AKB( 1 1 •CONl A3020
BETAN«*B*SETSR A21SO HK«CON1+AKB( 1 >*CON2 A3030
AS*2.*AMN«^*COTANON A2160 XOBAR <Z ) -XO ( 2 )/AB ' A3Q31
TeRin4-2.*COTANON A2190 IF < I .EO.NL I NCP1 J SIGMA-SlGNPl A3040
IF (NDEBUG.CQ.OI PRINT 114. OLK ( 4 ) . I .COTDOET . COTDSON.DELTADT .DELTA A2200 IF t 1 .EO.NL 1 NEP1 ) GO TO 24 A3030
COSBETN-COS(BETAN) A223O STOP A30BO
TANBETN«TAN(BETAN) ' A 2250 SI GMA-ATANC T ANS I G } A31QO
FUNcTON-AS«SNSQBTN+BE*tANBETN+.CS«T4NBeTN<SNSQeTN-TERM4 A2260 24 S I GMAD-S IG«A"RAO - A3I 10
OeeTAN«-FUNCTONXOFUNCTN A229O CALL OIRCOS ( I » 43140
BETAN-BETAN+DfSETAN A230O CALL SHOCK I I ) A3150
IF (NOEBUG.eO.O) PRINT 114. BLK (5 ) . 1 tS INB6TN.COSBETN.SNSOBTN. TAfCE A23IO IF ( [ .NE.NL1 NEPI ) GO TO 29 43160
ETAS(N+ 1 1-0.0 A2360 BUSO-Ut | (**£+
ETASP(N+I (»-TAN(SIGNpI ) A2370 BERNOUL ( 1 )•! .
5IGMAO-SIGNP1»RAD 2360 1 OM
"- POINT 132* BETAD(N+1 )'. SIGMAO , VNS. AMN - 2390 ASO*GAMMA*P( 1
lTASP(N-f 1 ) 2410 CROSsM< I )«SOR
if (M*EO*3) GO TO 13 24gO POROCAM ( ( |-P<
IF (M.EO*91 OYOOX-TAN(PHIWR) 2440 SBAP ( 1 1»S< 11
13 OYOOX«O.O 2460 GO TO £9
GO TO 13 2470 c
OYOOX-ABXSQRT(RC»»2-AB*»2) ' 2490 c
IS TANPHlN'DYODXXCOSITHeTARl 25QO 23 OENOM-SOHT 1 Ul
PHIN-ATANITANPHINI A2510 AAl-u< 1 >/OENO
IF CNOCBUG.EQ.O) PRINT 114. BLK ( 7 » , I .QYOOX *RC .TANPMIN.PM I N.OYSOX A2530 AMU»AS [N ( 1 ./A
16 IF (NREAD.EQ.l.AND.Ll.EO*! 1 GO TO 17 A2S4O Cl 1 -AA2*A21 +A
A3230
IXRHO( 1 ) -. ^
 r , . A3240
T<AAST*>2*(fBUSO*U( 1 )**2>/ASQ) ) A3260




F MACH CONE FROM WING APEX A3330
A3340
I )**2f«( 1 )»»2) A33SO
M A 3360
M A3370















OSORT" ADS ( B t GD*»2--4 . »8 IGA*B 1 GF }
YOO»O.O

















POPT | ( 1 1 eP
POP INF i i i-
*EO.O) PRINT 114. BLK <3>. i .XOO.YOO.DYSDXSO.AS.DS.CS.XSHO
.10
YMACHCNJ )-fnlGD















VCC( I )«VX( I I
WCCt I J-VYI I )
GO TO 28
RBAP.SORT ( 3UANZ 1
WCCI I )* C-YflAR( I »»VX( | )+XBAR< 1 )*VY( I ) J/RBAR
PTOPTK 1 J-<POROGA*< | ,/AA >•*< -1 .X (GAMMA- 1 . 1 1
PT 1 1) =t»TOPT Id) *PT i MF












































































































IF (JJ.NE.2) GO TO 34 *
XIST=0. A
SBARMX*SBAR( 1 ) A









1 )»(X[ ( JJM2 1-XI I JJ| ) ) A4380
1 (XI ( JJI-XI ( JJM1 ) > ) A
SBARMX=TER»l *TEflM2*TERM3 A
36 IF (NPRINT.EO.1 .AND.NPIV.EO.O) GO TO 37 A
GO TO 38 A
37 POINT 131. (ETASPCM [ = 1. LIMIT) "A
PRINT 133. ICPI I 1 . 1= .LIMIT) A





39 DO 4 O I « 1 t N A
ZETAJ 11 )-l«0 A
ZETA2I 1 1=1 .0
ZETA4C 1 1-1 .0
DU1 ( I 1 = 1 .0
OU2 1 I ) - 1 . 0
OU3( M-1.0
DU4( I )-I .0 A
DPI ( I 1-1 .0 A
DP2< I 1-1 *0 A
OP3( t )-l .0 A
OP* ( i ) 1 1 . 0 A
DV1 1 I 1 = 1 .0 A
DV2f 11-1.0 A
DV3(I 1-1.0 A
DV4 ( I ) - 1 . 0 A
OH1 < I )-1.0 '
DH3< 1 1-1 .0 A
OW4 ( I )-1 .0 A
DSB1 (I 1-1 .0 A
DSB2 r I ) • 1 * 0 *
O5B3 (I 1-1 .0 A





DO 4] I-I.N *
FUN( I. 1 )*>ZETA *
FUN( I .2>"U( 1 ) *
FUNC |.3)«P( 1 i '
FUNC |.4 >»V( I ) J
FUNC I. 3) -WC 1 ) 1
FUNC I.6)=SBARC 1 ) t
OFUNf I . 1 J-DZETA *




OO 72 INTCNT"! .lOOOOl".
CALL OERIV2 CDZETA.NOl
IF CNEGP.EO.O.AND.NPtJINT.EO. I 1 GO TO 73




U( I )-FUN( 1.2 )
PC I 1«FUN( 1.3)
V« 1 I-FUNI 1 .4)
•( 1 )»FUN«|.3>
SBAP( r )>FUN( t.fil
OZETA-OFUN( I .1 1
































































































IF IZ£TA.ME*O.O> GO TO 60
COMPUTATION OF CORRECTED SURFACE VALUES
EPS
II [ I.GE.0.1 RHOMI-CPU]/PORGAMH}**GAMX





I DO- 9 I"1•N
FIB I)"TERW1-FAC»P(Ij/RHO(1I-UII)**2-UP{I1*






























































62 THETNORU 1-ACOStABSlvYI I I I/SORT IBUSO I »«AQ






IF II.NE.l.AND.I.NE.N) GO TO 65
IF Il.EO.lI GO TO 63
IF iI.EO.N.AND.M.NE.?) GO TO 65






























































6 I 1 , 1 > - -F I B ( I )
NM 1 *N~ I
CAU, SIMEO <DFIDU.N.3« 1 .OETERM. IPlvOT«NMAX. I SCALE)
OO 5* 1 - 1 . N
UI I )=U15EN( I )+B( 1 .1 )
OO 55 1 -I .1
IF (ABS(B( I . 1 I I.GT.EPSISEN) GO TO 56
CONTINUE
GO To 58
DO 57 I *1 .N
UPl I )»DYDX
GO TO 48
DO 59 I "1 ,N
Wf 1 )*UP( I 1
SQARf I l*Al_OGfGAMMA»STMACH*«2*POROGAM{ | ) )
OENOM=SQRT(GAMMA*P{ | ,/RHOl 1 1 1
CROSS* t I l-AQSIWf I > |/T)ENOM*AA5T
ASO-GAMMA»FUN ( I .3 IXRHO III
AMI 1 )«SORT(AAST»«2*8USO/ASO)
/DENOM
ASO = GA«MA»FUN I I . 3 I/RHO ( 1 1
At SQ=ASO/AASTSO
CONTINUE
COMPUTE SPECIAL QUANTITIES FOR PRINTOUT
DO 63 I " 1 . N












































CALL PRINT (LIM1T«NLJNEPltLPRlNT. ZETA .DIET* ,NPiNP1_OTiNZETA
66 IF IMPRINT.NE.2) GO TO 70




IF ICROSSMII>.LT.1..AND.CROSSM<1 + 1).GT.l. 1 GO TO 69
IF ICROSSMII >.GT.l..ANO.CROSSM(I + t ).LT.l. ) GO TO 69
68 CONTINUE









IF (NEGP.EO>O.AND>NPR1NT.EO*1) GO TO 73
IF (NEGP.EQ-O.ANO.NPRINT.EQ.2.ANO.L1.EQ.NCASES) GO TO 104
IF <NEGP.EO.O.AND.NPR!NT.E0.2.AND.L1.NE.NCASES) STOP 7776
IF (NDEBUG.EQ.O) PRINT 117, INTCNT.NEXTBAP
IF IFUN<i.i>>EO*O-O>AND.NEXTRAP.EO.I) GO TO 42
IF I(FUN I 1,1 l+DFUNl1,1 ll.GE.O. ) GO TO 72
DZETA--FUNM .1 )
OO 71 l - l tN
71 DFUN(1,1»«DZETA
72 CONTINUE















































































(YBARI 1 ), l-l, LIMIT) A6970







(CQOSSMC ). 1*1 .LIMIT) A7040 iVAR A7920
1 GO TO 7 A7Q30 IF (NP I V.EO* 1 * AND.N.E.O • 1 > GO TO 88 A7930
(XBSNCM ,1-l.NZETl) A7Q60 jp (NPIV.EO.2) GO TO 88 A7940
A7080 l.EPSIVAR
) GO TO 77 A71IO [fr tMSKIP.EO.lt GO TO 93
A7130 • NCOUNT-0
UL.RHOL.SL.PORGAML.UCL.VCL.WCL.VXL.VYL.VZL.PTOPTIL A7140 QQ TO 18




 Co TO 16
TSTEP+INTCNT " A7200 89 J-J*|
•ME. 2) GO TO 78 A721O [F (N.NE.II GO TO 9O
MOMENT COEFFICIENTS A7240
 c
MlT.2l.EO.O«OR.MOD(NA,2).eo.o.OR.MOD(NB.2).EO.O ) GO TO I A7260 GO TO 102
1NALP.COSALP) A 7290 c
TESTS FOR
DO 79 !•! .
79 CON INUE
I NCVCLE
CONVEHGENCF A731 0 c
A7320 DO 9l I -1 >N
THD A7340 DHOLRt I . JI«D( I . J)
N A7350 91 CONTINUE
A7380 C
I N.EQ.l 1 GO TO 85 A7420 93 DO 94 I-1.N
BO NPR NT* NPR 1NT-M A7450 jp ( NDEBUG.EO.O ) PRINT 149







PR I NT 110
PRINT 116.
PRINT 128.
PR I NT 1 29 •
DO 83 NJ-1
54 PR I NT 112
LPRINT»2
GO TO 86
A7490 IF (NDEBUG.EQ.O ) PRINT 14B. (D
A75OO 96 CONTINUE
EPS 1 GO* A7520 SOSUM'O.
A7550 98 CONTINUE
A 560 TEMP.SORT(SQSUM)
A 560 99 D( 1 . J)"O( I . Jl/TEMP
A 59O B( 1 . 1 >»B< I . 1 >XTEMP
A 60O 100 CONTINUE
BETDD.DELTADD A 690 NCOUNT-0
.11 A 710 DO 103 I°l .N
A773O GO TO 18
A77«0 | 04 CONTINUE
A 7760 GO TO I
A 7800 c








































































13 FORMAT (9H EP5IGOM*El6*B)
14 FORMAT UXIA6.I3XCSEl6.BM
IS FORMAT f2tS«2E16.8)
19 FORMATIXXZ9H ZERO-tNclDENCE CIRCULAR CONE/X I
ZO FORMAT (2M VXUX8E16.8M
£1 FORMAT <3H DETAXI 1X8EI6«B> >
33 FORMAT (3CI6.8)
27 FORMAT (7H VTEST-EI 6 .8 *2X . 7HVTEST 1 «EI 6.B )
30 FORMAT I40H FLO* DETACHED FROM LEADING EDGE OF WING]
1HAMN-E16.8)
33 FORMAT (15H CP ( I > AT SHOCKX C 8EI 6.8 ) )
37 FORMAT (133H U RHO S POfiOGAM U
Z PT/PTINF X)
38 FORMAT (X72H WINOWA
40 FORMAT (3l3.aei6.ei
l-ei6,B)
42 FORMAT XBH RANGLE4El6*8X)
4S FORMAT X/44H OAV 13-DLD-A2 1 8081 -APPL IED MEGHAN 1 CS-8- 1 3-68 )
46 FORMAT 27M BERNIE KLUNKER- JEB«Y SOUTH)
47 FORMAT 36M CONICAL FLOW BY THE METHOD OF LINES/-/)
49 FORMAT 7H DtJ.JM
91 FORMAT 7H PHIWD«Et6.8.2X,3H8X«ei6.8>
S3 FORMAT X27H CHECK FCf> SHOCK DETACHMENT/)
END
SUBROUTINE 8«
COMMON F (3). OF 13) .PC(31.0FC<3J.AB1 < 3 1 . AB2 [3 ) . AB3 13 ) . AB4 (3 1
COMMON FUN! 2O.6)tOF-UN( 20*6 ><FUNC(20<6)iOfrUNC<20>6) • Bl (20.6 1 iB2 (2O*
16).B3<20.6>.B4I20.6,),SBAR<20).DSBDZ(20>.SBA«P<20I.DSB1 (20>.DSB2<2O
91 <20 ).DP2(20 .OP3<2O),OP»(20 )<0£ONS(2O) . CROSS* (20 ) . RHO 1 SEN (20 )
I BAR 120) <YSBAR(20> .XOe*R(20> • YOBAR (20 1 iXBAP (20 ) • VBAP ( 20 )
2 AR • N t • NDEBUG • H .HK , $ [
 GMA t RAD . NT . NL I NES • EPS I G t NPR I NT • SPACER • ULEE i UW I
COMMON XP.XIPtPHUr«*.BsBAR,BS.RS.XIBSBAH
COMMON XEHRORX ERU2 )<ERR<12 }<Bt_K( 12)









































































INTIO"*0 - B 300
XIBSBAR-1. B 301
IF (M.NE.4) GO TO 1 B 310
ACC-AC»TAN(THETAQ) B 33°
1 NLINEPl-NLINES+l B 330
LIMIT-N B 360
NF-2 B 3SO •
AB-TAN1THETAR) B 390 j
XP-(1.-T»»AB ' B 410
C BODY SELECTION B 30
IF (M.EO.O) GO TO 2 B 5°
IF (M.EQ.3) GO TO 3 B 470
IF (M*EQ*6) GO TO 43 B 480
C TAYLOR-MACCOLL B 300
2 I.I B 320
XKD-0.0 B 330
XOt 1 )«O.O B 340
GX! I)"3.»XO( I ) B 360




GO To 64 B 630
C B 640
c FLAT PLATE - MO B 650
C B 660
DO 4 I«1.NL]NEP1 B 660
YOU )«0.0 B 690
GX< I )»0.0 B 700
GYI I )«-! *0 B 710
GXXf I )"0,0 B 720
GYY( I )«0.0 B 730
4 CONTINUE B 740
XINlmXICN+ll B 730
1 J . GYv ( I 1 • 1 - 1 . Nl_ I NEP 1 l B 770
GO TO 1* B 78°
C B 790
5 NINT.3 B 820
NF-H B 830
2IBSBAR.YMIG.BS6AR) B 900
10 TO 6 B 930
DS-TaNTHET-FU t B 940
DF(1 l-DS ' B 950
6 CONTINUE B 960
7 XIIN+1)«F(2) B 970
GO TO 13 B 9QO
c B 990
c B O10




Fll 1.0.0 ' B 070
F(2).0.0 B 080
DS-.Ol'AB B 090
OF(1 l"OS B 100
XOO-0-0 B 110
IF (M.EO.4) GO TO 3 B 120




INTEGRATION WITH XO O" YO INDEPENDENT VARIABLE - NINT=1
CHECK I-AB/SORT( 1 ,-t-T»*2)
CHECK3-0.0
j DFM.fOS ,
IF (M.EO.5) CHECKS" An
00 1? INTCNT-1 .100000
CALL RUNKUT ( ACC.RC .THETAP .N INT . NCHANGE . NSTEP . NDEBUG . T . AB ,F .OF. FC .
21BS8AR.YWIG.SSBAHI
1 I.GT.t .E-07) GO TO 12
1 ).LE.l .E-07) GO TO 9
9 DS«CMECK1-F( I 1
OFI 1 )-OS
GO TO 12
IF (NINT.EQ.7l XOBSBjuPnFt] )
OS- . 0 1 » AB
DF(1 )-DS
GO TO 12
1 1 DS"CHECK3-F( 1 J
12 CONTINUE





IS I (NDeaUG.EQ.OI PRINT 68. X 1 ( 1 > .X I ( NA ) , XI Nl ,X I t NB } . X 1 (N (
I (NSPACE.EO.I > GO TO 16
A eX! (NA)XFLOAT(NA-l )
ABB«fXI (NB)-XI (NAl 1 /FLOAT ( NB-NA )
IP (NDeBUG.EQ.O) PRINT 77. AA.ABB.AN
DO IS I -I >N
IF INSPACE.EO.I > GO TO n
IF < I.GT.NA.AND. I .LE.NBI xi ( i j=xi (NA>+AQB*FLOAT( I-NA>
IB CONTINUE
CIRCULAR AND ELLIPTIC CONE - COMPUTATION OF XO < I 1






(F <NDeBUG.EO.cn PPINT 73. QXf
XI (1 1-0.0































































































































































IF IM.EO.5) GO TO 23




DXl=xl C IZ)-F( 1 )
DF ( 1 ) =DX I
19 CONTINUE
IF (NSPACE.EO.I) OFIltEDX!
IF tNSPACE.EQ.l > GO TO 21
IF (NDEBUG.EO.O 1 PRINT 7B. OX I
OFU )-OXI







23 DO 31 IZ*2. LIMIT
DO 2B I-2.1OOOOO
CAU_ OERlV ( ACC'RC.TMETAR.NINT.NCHANGE.NDEBUG.T.AB.F.DF.NF.XOO.XIN
2XISSBAR.YVIG.BS8AR)
IF IABS(F(l I-XM IZl l.LE.l.E-10) GO TO 29
1TO 24
I TO 27
IF (FC 1 )+DF{ 1 J.GT.XI (IZl ) GO TO 27
24 IF f NCHANGE. EQ. 2) GO TO 28
1 11 > ).GT.l .E-07) GO TO 26






DF (1 ) = DXI
GO Tfl 28
27 DXIHLD-OXI
DXI=Xl ( IZ)-F(1 )
DF (1 ) = DX!
28 CONTINUE
29 DXI=DXIHLD
DF ( 1 J -OX [
DF( 1 l-DXI
30 XI 1 IZ)"F( 1 1
xo(m=F(2i
YOI IZ)»F(3)
IF (NDEBUG.EO.O) PRINT 73. I Z .X I I I Z 1 • XO < I Z ) . YO 1 1 Z 1
DF I I )»DXI





















































































32 OO 33 1*1»LA*IT
33 XOCI )*TAN(XI ( I ) >
3* IF (NOEBUG.EO.l I GO TO 36
00 33 !•!. LIMIT
39 PRINT 69 1 I *XI < I ] .XO(I > .YO( I >
36 IF (M.E0.3) GO TO 6*
DO 44 1*1 .LIMIT
IF muEQ.I.OO.It.EO.a ) GO TO 38





GYt l )-Z.*YO< 1 1
3« GYY( I )-2.
GXY< | )«0.0
GO TO 43
4f GX<I )-2**XOf T I
GXXI | )«2.






43 IF (NDEBUG.EO.O) PRINT 74. 1 ,G)« I t . GY( [» .GXXf I > .GYY C 1 ) . GXY( 1 |
44 CONTINUE
GO TO 64
CALCULATION OF BOOT GEOMETRY F<3» WINDWARD SIDE OF PLATE WITH









CHECK 1 - XP
CHCCK2"XP*T«ftB/SQRT(2. 1
DO 51 INTCNT-I .1000OO
IF <NCMANGE*EO*3.AND.ABS(F( 1 1 I.LE.l .E-lO) GO TO 52
1DFC.DS. AB1 .AB2.AB3. AB4.NF.EPSI(fON.NQUAO«XOO.XtNl . X IN. XP . »S -PH I WR . X
2IBSBAR.YM1G.BSBAR )
I >.GT.1.E-07» GO TO 3)
1 l.GT.l .E-07) GO TO 51
1 >.LE*1 .E-07) GO TO 4«J
1E-071 GO TO 31
tE-07) GO TO SO
46 NCMANGE-2
DS"DSHOLD




















































































































































































" Bl • XIP.XP.A8
t)-ANA*XlNI
(-CNC»XIN1
i2»KJUNCT" 1 N-NB 1
)-l KXIP-CX1 (N)-yl (N8) 1/AFAC
JA.EO.I 1 GO TO 53
1 INAJXFLOATINA-l (
1X1 (NB-l I-XI f MA ) ) /FLOAT (NB-1 -MA )
(ItNl-XI (NBU /FLOAT tN-NB>
JA.EQ.1 ) GO TO 54
[.GE. J .AND. I.LE.NA ) XI ( 1 )«AA»FLOAT< 1-1 )


















-( 1 1 ).GT.l .E-07) GO TO 59










(I 1 12)-Fr 1 )
icDXI
NUE
[Z.GE.NB) DXJ«AN/FLOAT( INT10 )






















































































DO 63 I "1 «N





GY( I )»2.»YOI 1 )
GX* f 1 1=2.
GYYC I )-2.
63 CONTINUE
64 IF (M.EO.O) LIM1TLM
GEOMFTR1C PARAMETERS
DO 66 l-l .LIM1T1
SINCE CXY IS ZEPO FOR ALL BODIES TO BE CONSIDERED FOR THIS
65 O( 1 >«l .0
OPf I )*0.0
IF <NOEBUG.EQ.O> PRINT 70
66 CONTINUE
67 FORMAT (6H X I ( I IX 16E 1 6>8 > 1
1 1
70 FORMAT (1QH AI(I)ETC.)
71 FORMAT < 1X8E16.8)
72 FORMAT < lXI5.4E16.8l
1 16-St
78 FORMAT <5M DXI-E16.S)
82 FORMAT (315.616.8)
INTEGRATION FOR BODY GEOMETRY
DIMENSION F(NF ). OF(NF). FC ( NF 1 • OFCfNF 1. AB 1 1 NF 1 . AB2(NF1. AB3 C
1). An4(NF)
IF (NDEBUG.EQ.O) PRINT 10. NF.FU ).FI2).OF<1 > . OF ( Z )
QUADRATURE - NOUADs 1 , NOT QUADRATURE - NQUAD-2
DSMAX'.02»AB
D5MIN-I .E-06

































































DFC( 1 l*DF( I )
1 FCI I i = F< 1 »
2 IF (NOeBUG.EO.O) PRINT 11.
OFC 1 )=PS
DO 3 J *2 . NF
A81 ( I l*DS*OFCf 1 )
3 F( 1 )=FC ( I )+ABl ( I 1X2.
Ft 1 )=FC tl J+DS/2.
DO 4 I*2.NF
AB2( 1 1*OS»DF( I >
4 Ft 1 )±FC ( I >+AB2( I >X2.
IF tNDE6UG.EO.OI PRINT 13.
DO 5 I*2.NF
AB3( 1 I*DS»OF( 1 »
5 F( I I=FC I 1 »*-A63( 1 1
F<1 )=FC<I 1*DS
IF (NDEBUG.EO.O) PRINT 14.
DO 6 I*2.NF
AB4U )=OS*DFtl 1
IF (NDEBUG.EO.O) PRINT 15.







0 FORMAT <7H RUNKUT/I4,9£l6.
END
DIMENSION FCNF). OF ( NP )
NDEBl(G=l
N1NT=1 COMPUTES XlNl FOR M
NINT±7 COMPUTES XlNl FOR W
NINT=S COMPUTES xo.vo FOR
1 GO To (2.3). NCHANGE
GO TO 4
c" "T"?"^ X002"XO°"Z'
Al -1 .+XOO«2*FB1 »«2
4 GY =-2. -FBI
DS
( 1 tAB2< 1 1 -Ft I ) , I«1 .NF J
( I.AB3( 1 J.FI I | . I-| .NF)
< I >AB4< I ) .F( I ) , 1-1 ,NF )






















































































IF (NDEBUG.EQ.O) PRINT 26. NJNT.T,AB.F(I).F(2).FBI«GX1.GYI
1.A2I.F1.DFU ).DF(2)
RETUPN
FB / *T*SORT(ABS <OUAN)i
DF S)3-A1 I»GY1/SORT( ft2I »
OF 3»=Al l*GXI/SORT(A2l )
IF (NDEBUG.EQ.O) PRINT 26. NINT. T. AB .FB 1 * GX I . SY I . Al t . A2 1 . A4









OFOj — SORT(A2I)/IAl I *GY I )
RETUPN
7 IF (NCHANGE*EO*1 ) GO TO 8




9 A) J"J»*FM > »»2+ YQO**2
A4t«F( 1 }*GXl+YOO«GYI
A2 I*GX I »*2+GYI »*2+A4 f *»2
GO To 13
10 IF (NCHANGE.EQ.2) GO TO 11
If fNOUN€E*EO*3) CO TO 12










13 IF (NCHANGE.EQ.l.ORtMCHANGE.EQ.2) DF(2)--SQR
IF (NCHANGE.EO.3) OF(2 I«SORT(A2I)X(A1I*GXI)
I ).DF{2),GXItGY
RETURN
14 IF (F(2).LT.XP) GO To 15












IF (NDEBUG.EO.O* PRINT 27, MINT.NCHANGE.I
II ) .DF(2).DF(3).GXl.GYl,XP,T,AB,YWIG
RETURN











DF(2)«-SORT(A2I IX(Al r*GYI )
IF (NDEBUG.EQ.O) PRINT 27, NINT.NCHANGE*
It LOFd ).F(2).DF(2)
RETURN





























































































26 FORMAT (17H SUBROUTINE DERI VX 1 1 5X <5E1 6.B ) »




C COMPUTE APPROXIMATE SHOCK SHAPE
C
91 120 ).DP2<20) .DP3C20 ),DP«(20) .DEONS ( 2O } , CROSSM ( 20 ) <RHOISEN(20)




IF {NDEBUG.EQ.O) PRINT 12
C




BETA1-ASIN( SORT (SINSQB) )



















C APPROXIMATE SHOCK SHAPE FOR
C
BETA) -AS IN( SORT I SINSQB) )
ETASd 1 = 1 ,2*ET«.S(1 1
TANS|G=TAN(SIGNPI )
, DO 6 1=2. N




C APPROXIMATE SHOCK SHAPE FOR
.POPTI (20) «PTOPTI <20),PT(20) .POASTSO(2O
1
7
CIRCULAR AND ELLIPTIC CONES
, , . .




















































































16. BLK < 1 ) . THETA 1 . THETA2 .SNSQBT 1 . SNSOBT2 .BE
ETASt-BETAl-TMETAl












12 FORMAT (10H SUBROUTINE APPROX1
13 FORMAT (8H TM£T41-E16<8.2X.8HTHETAN1'E16.8.2X.7HBETAD1*E16.I
1BETAD2-E16.8)














































B IF (NDEBUG.EO.O) PRINT II. t I I•X 1 1 I ).Y1 I I ). I I»1 .NPI )






1 FORMAT (4H 1I>I4.2X.6HX( I I 1«E16.8.2X.6HY( I I J-EI6.B)
2 FORMAT (6H DYOX"EI6.B)
3 FORMAT (19H SUBROUTINE LGRANGEJ
4 FORMAT I3H l.I4.2X.3HNP-l4.2X.7HNLINES-l4.2X.3HXO«ei6.B)
5 FORMAT (4H I I»I4.2X.1OHXREAL(1 I)»E16.8.2X.1OHYREAL(11 )*EI6.8t
6 FORMAT (3H N=I 2«2X,3HNE"12«2X.4HNPJ- I2/>
END
SUBROUTINE DIRCOS I I )
COMPUTE DIRECTION COSINES OF R.ETA.TAU COORDINATES
COMMON F(3),DF<3)<FC(3!<OFC(31>AB1(3 >.AB2 C3).AB3(3)*AB4(3 >
COMMON FUN(20.6)*OFUN(20<6).FUNC t20*6t>DFUNC(2O.61>BI (20<6> >82<2O.
!6)>G3<20.6)*B4r2O>6) . SBARl 20 ) < DSBDZ ( 2O ) tSBARP ( 20 » . OSB1 (20»DSB2120




























ER(1 ( 12 »BLK(
Y(N».YREAU<I)
IF (*.EO.!.OR.M,eo.6l GO TO 3
NTEST=NLINES+1-(NP-1)/2
IF ( [-NTEST J 1 .-»,4
IZZ=0
DO 2 I 1-1 *NE
IF I ( 1+1 I ('GT.NL.INES) I2Z-IZZ+1
IF 1(1 + 11 ).GT.NLINES) IX1-NLINES-IZZ
I ).LE.NLINES)
IF ((1-1 1 t.LE.O) I
IF ((I-II ).GT.O( I
IF ( ( I + l I t.LE.NLINI
IF ( ( I + t t ).GT.NL|NI
X(N-|1 )-xREAU(1X2)
1 X 1 * ABS( I )
IF
* ( I + I
1 1 * Y R £ A L < 1 X 1 )
IF f ( I - l 1 I.LE.O.ANO.|












































IF (NDEBUG.EQ.O) PRINT 2
IF (NDEBUG.EQ.O) PRINT I. I.ETA
< I )




OUAN5*1 ./SORT(A 1 ( I I*A2tI ))
A11=-XO( I ) *OUAN 1 +-GX ( I )«QUAN2
A12=-Y0(I>*OUAN1+GY(I)*OUAN2
A13=-QUAN1-A4»I)*OUAN2
AZ1=-OUAN5*(GY( I )+YO(I )»A4I I 1
.N3+GX





COSPHIR = COS(PHIR J
.QUAN1 .3UAN2.OUAN3.QUAN4.OUAN5 t.
81 3 = A3 1«COSPH]R+A32*SINPHIR
B211-A11*SINPH|R+AI2*COSPH(R
B22 = -A21*St NPHIR + A22»COSPH1R
B23--A3t*SINPHIR+A32*COSPHIR












































COMPUTE FLO* QUANTITIES AT SHOCK
91 (20 > .OP2E20) .Ot>3(20 )tDP4(20>.DEONSf 201 .CROSS* (20 j .RHOISENIZO)
COMMON U I SEN (20] ,POROGAM(20 > iQ (20 1 .OP < 20 ) .PS 1 SO <20 ) •BERNOUUI201 «XS
I BAR (20) <YS8AR(20) .XOBAR(20 I * Y08AR C20 > .XBAR (20 > <YBAR(20)
2AR<Nt . NDEBUG. H. MK, SIG* A, RAD. NF.NLINES.EPSIG.NPR INT .SPACER .ULEE.UWJ
COMMON XP.XIP.PHIWR.BSBAH.BS.RS.XIBSBAH
COMMON /ERROR/ £R(12 ).ERR( 12>.6LK( 12 )
COMMON VCCtSOl.wCC(20).SBARHLD(20).XBHLD(20>.YBHLO(20)
1 {20),THETNOH(aO>.PS]NOR<20).POPTI (2O ) .PTOPT I (2O 1 . PT (20 1 .POASTSQ (20
2) ,POPINF(20).XM4.CH(20>iYMAeH(20) i CPSMOCK < 20 > • CPSOOY (20 )
IF (NOEBUC.EO.O) PRINT 3
STREAM VELOCITY COMPONENTS




SINBETA*- 1 VETA*CON4+VX I *CON3 )
BCTAR'AS I N ( 5 1 NSETA t
BCTAD ( 1 ) »BETARW*AD
1SINBETA»»2I





















































91 (20 ).DP2(20 ).OP3(20]iDP4 [20 1 <DEQNS<20l .CROSS*! (201 .RHOISEN<20)



















I OO * I "I .LIMIT
00 3 ISTL-2.W




ER( 12) .E»R( 12t,8LK( 12 J
WCC ( 20 ) • SBARHLO ( 20 ) . XBHLD ( 20 J • YBMLD » 20 )















































IF (ABSCBHOU U.GE.l.E-IO) GO TO 1




• t I )«-i.XAAST»(ljN«CON3XRHO( 1 )-UT*CON4 )
SI I)»ALOG(Pl I t*OAMMA>STMACH»»2/RHO( I )*«6AMMAI













IF (NDEBUG.EO.Ol PRINT 4.
1A31.A32.A33.XId), SIGMA, VI

















































































COMMON F ( 3 t • DT (3 > <FC (3 ) « DFC < 3) • AB1 (3) i A
COMMON FUN(20>6> iOFUN<20«6) • FUNC (20<6) .
16) •03<20>6)>B4 (2O<6) ,S6AR(20 )*DSBD2(20 ) . DSB 1 (20) <DSB2(20
4QCGXYI2O) .ETA (20 }. ETAS I 20) • ETASP I ?o ) *BET AD( 20 ) «RHO (2O > ,° (2O > .P (20
7ET
*CRO55M(2O1 «RHOISEN(20)91 (20}.OP2(2Ol .DP3I20 }.DP4(20 )>DC
I BAR (20 > ,YSBAR(20) ,XOB*R'20) . YOBAR (2o ( .XBAR (20 > . YBAR (2O )
COMMON AAST.B1 1 . BI2.Q1 3«B21 • B22 <O23.NSPACE iP I .M<N,L1 , T.THETAR >GAMM
UA21 .A22.A23.A3I .A32 . A33 . ALPH
3ND.RHOLEE.RHOVINO.NEXTHAP.EPSIGOM
COMMON XP.XIPiPHIVR>BSBAP,SS'RS<X
X ER(12nERR( 12 l.BLK
, tGNPl
COMMON VCC(2O)>MCC(2O1<SBARHLD(20 tXBHLO(20)<YQHLOI20)





















I 00 1 1 1-1 .N
ANUMe2.»FUN( 1 .1 >»ETA5I 1 1
IF (O( 1 I.GE.0.0 ) ETA< I )*ANUM/(Q I ) +SOR 1
1 OR T 1 . FUN (I.I). FUN ( I . 2 y ' FUN ( 1 3 1 • UN ( I * . FUN ( I . 5 > . 0 < I ) . OP ) . AKB 1 1
G1B=ETA( 1 )» (OP( I l»( 1 ,-ETA( I /ETAS I J I >-ETASP< I )»F IB/ETAS* I 1 >
CON1=S1N(ETA( 1 > )
CON2=COS<ETA( i ) )
H«CON2_AKB( I («CONI
HK-COKll+AKB( I )«CON2

















































00 9 1«1 .
FUN (I . 1 ) = UNC (
FUN( I ,2)- UNCf
FUN (I .31= UNCI
FUN( I .41" UNC(
FUN! | .51- UNCf







FUN( . 1 l"0.0





14 FORMAT I//25H OUCH - NEGATIVE PRESSURE//)
END











































IF IRHO( 1 ).GE.l .E-lOi GO TO 4
PRINT 13. ERR(3! . I .BUSO»DENOM.RHO( I ) .FUN( I ,3 1
STOP 1203
IF (A5Q.GT.I *E-20> GO TO 3
PRINT 13, ERRI4 ) , I ,FuN< 1 . I J.FUNU .3) ,»HO( I ) .BUSO.ASQ
STOP 1204
5 AMI 1 ) = SQRT( AAST»*2*BuSOvASO>
POROGAM ( I ) «FUN [1*3) /RHO ( I ) **GAMMA
t .5)-MK*FUN( I .fl 1«FUN( I .5) )
Gf I )'H»FUN( 1 .4 )«F!0+FUN( 1 , 5)»G1B
2EQNS( I )
1O 6
6 DFUN ,2 "FF/G( 1 (
OFUN ,6 B -ETAS I I 1*FUN( I .5)»SBARP( I )/G( 1 I
IF <FUN( .1).GT..O51 GO TO 7




































C INTEGRATION OF EQUAT IONS
C
COMMON /ERROR/ ER( 12 | ,EHR( 12 ) .BLK( i2 »
1 (20|.THETNOR(20 1 .PS I NOR (20 ) .POPT I t20 ) .PTOPT1 (20) -PT(20) .POASTSQ (20
COMMON /BLOCK6/ NEGP
NDF.BUG*!
IF INDEBUG.NE.O ) GO TO 2




C (DSMIN.EO.DSWAX) GIVES A FIXED INTEGRATION ST6°
c
DS--OSMAX





































5 DO 6 I-l.N
IF (ZETA4( I )-FUN( Itl ).LT. SPACER. AND*FUN( 1 .1 t.LT.l. ) GO TO 6
IP (Gt I 1*GT*EPSIG. OR. OEONSd \.l_T.EPSIGi GO To 6
ZKTA] (I )»2ETAS(I )
ZSTA3 r I » -ZETA4 ( I )
ZSTA4( I )»FUN(1 .1 )
DU1 I I1-DU2I I )




Of 2(1 I«OP3(I )
O*>3! M-OP4( I )
DB4( I)-DFUN( I ,3)
DV1 ( M»DV2( t )
DV2f I )-OV3f 1 >
OV3( t »«DV4( t )
DV4f It'DFUNI I .4)
ovim*D«2tii
OW2<tl"DV3( f >
DW3II )-DW4< I 1
D*4( I t-DFUN( I *5)
DS81 (I )-D5B2( I )
D5B2(1 1-DSB3I 1 )





DFUNC< It NXF) -DFUNd .NXF)
7 FUNCfl •NXFt-FuNU .NXF)
8 CONTINUE
9 DO 10 I-l.N
10 DFUNd .1 )-D5
IF <NOEBUG.EQ.O) PRINT 29, OS
DO 11 I»l tN
DO 11 NXF«2.NF
Bl ( I.NXF)«DS*DFUNC< I ,NXF)
11 FUNI I*NXF)-FUNC( I .NXF>+81 { I .NXF)/2.
DO 12 1-1 .N
12 FUNU.I )-FUNC( Itl l + DS/2.
IF (NDEBUG.NE.O) GO TO 14
DO 13 1-1 .N





B2< 1 .NXF1«DS»DFUN(1 ,NXF)
IS PUN< ItNXFl»FUNC( I tNXFl+B2[ I .NXF)/2.
IF <ND£BUG.Ne.O) GO TO 17
00 16 >*I .N
16 PRINT 31* I t (NXF. 821 I • NXF ) . FUN ( I tNXFl .NXF-1 . NF 1
17 CALL DGBIV2 <OS.NP)
IF (NEXTRAP.60.1 ) RETURN
IF (NEGP.EQ.ot RETURN
NCCNT-0
DO 19 I»l .N
FUNI 1*1 >-FUNCf I >1 >+DS
DO 19 NXF-2.NF
IF (ABS(62(1 .NXFI/OS).LE.I .C-03) GO TO IB
TEST«*8S<1 .-S3(ItNXF}y'B2(r .«XF» t
NCCNT-NCCNT+l
IF (NCCNT.CO.l) TCSTMAX»rEST
16 FUN( I .NXF)*FUNC< I .NXF)+83( I .NXF)
19 CONTINUE
IF (DSMIN.CO.DSMAX) GO TO 20
20 CALL DER1V2 (OS.NP)
IF INEXTRAP.EQ.l ) RETURN
tr (NEGP.EO.O) RETURN
DO 21 1-1 .N
CO 21 NXF-2.NF
























































































IF (NOEBUG.NE.O ) GO TO 23




23 IF (DSMIN.EQ.DSMAX) RETURN
IF (ABSI1 ,9*DS).GT.OE*AX! RETURN
00 96 1-1 .N
26 DFUNt I . 1 )*OS
C
27 FO»HAT ci9H SUBROUTINE HUNKUT2)






COMMON UISEN(20].POROGAM(20> .O ! 2O ) . OP (2O 1 .PS I 5D(2O ) .6ERNOUL (20 ) «XS
lBAR(20l.YSB*RiaO).XOBAR(20t.YOBAR(20).XBAR(20).YBAR(201
3ND t RMOLE6 . RHOW [ NO . NExTRAP .EPS I GOM , EPS 1 NT . X 1 N 1 , S I GNP l
COMMON /ERRORX ER ( 1 2 ) . ERR 1 1 2 ) tBLK ( I 2 )
1 DZ . 4HDMOZ t 3HETA . 1 HG . 5HOSBD2 . 5HS9ARP , 7HBERNOUL/
1 .6HCROSSM.7HRHOISEN.5HUISEN.7HPOROGAM.4HS6AR.2HUC.2HVC.2HWC/
1 HX I . 2HAM , 2HUP . 2HWP . 2HPP . 2HRP . 2HVP/
2WCC . 7HCPSHOCK . 6HCPBODY . 5HXBHLO . 5H YBHLD/
IF (LPRINT.EQ.2) PRINT 3O
LB-1
IF^ (LIMIT. LE. 10) -LL-LIWIT - - = = - ^ --
IF (LIMIT. ST. IO» LL»|O
PRINT 23
GO TO tl.181. LPRtNT
1 IF (N.EO.l ) GO TO 12
IF (ZETA.EQ.O.) GO TO 9
LIM I TNI -LIMIT-!
GO TO 4
2 DO 3 I -1 .LIMIT
XBHLD( I 1-XBARC I )
YBHLD* 1 )"YBAR( I )
3 SBASHLD(I)*SBAPf 7 >
NZETA«0
IF (M*EQ.2.ANO.NPLOT,EO.l ) PUNCH 29. tPSISDC I). 1=1. LIMIT)
IF (M.NE.2.AND.NPLOT.EO.1 ) PUNCH 29. tXSBARI I ) i I = 1 .LIMIT )
GO TO 11
4 DO 8 1 -2.L1MITN1
DO 7 1 1*1 .LI*tTNl
IF lsBARHLD<Il.t-T .SBtQHLO< 1 -1 1 .AKD. T.LT.l »V GO TO 5










































































IR( I 1+1 )-SBAR( 1 1 ) 1





9 oo in i«2.Li*rr
10 YBHLO< 1 1-YBAP(L1M(TJ
XBHLM 1 )"XBAR( 1 )
XBHLD (LIMIT) -XBAR (LIMIT)
ram-on »-vsAR(i i
YBHLDIL1M]T)*YBAR (LlMlTt
IF (NPLOT.EO.l) PUNCH 29 (YBHLDCM.I*
PSINT 23. NAME4(9). (POPT ( I I , t -L8.LL 1
PRINT 23, NAME4HA) . (POP NFl 1 ) . 1-LB.U.
PRINT 25. NAMEU151. ( VC ( ). I-LB.LL)
PRINT 25. NAME4 (15). (VCC< I . 1 -LB .LL )
PRINT 25* NAME4C 16) . (WCC1 I .I-LB.LL)
PRINT 25. NAME4 (7). (PSINOR 1J.1-LE.LL)
POINT 23. NAME* 'fl )« (TMETNO ( I ) . I*LB.LL
PRINT 25* NAME* (19), | XBHLD 1 ). 1 »LB .LL 1
PRINT 25. NAME4C3) « (YBAR( I , J.LB.LL)
PRINT 25. NAME1 IS)« (AMI I 1 . I=LB.1_L(
PRINT Z5. NAMEI (12). iPOROGAMf I ). I=LO.L
PRINT 29. NAME4( 13) . (PT( I) « I -LB.LL)
PRINT 25. NAM£( 13J* (BERNOUL ( 1 1. I»LB.LL
IF (NEXTPAP.EO.l ) GO TO 13
PRINT 25. NAME(7). (OoDZ( 1 ) i I -LB.LL)
PRINT 25. NAME(9).<DVOZ( 1 ). I-L8.LL)
PRINT 25. NAME(10>-loWDZ( 1 ). |*L6.LL)
PRINT 23. NAMEI (3>. (VP(1 ).I-L8.LL)
IF <Ll^IT,GT.LL*AND.LL.LE. 10 ) GO TO 14
14 LB"LL+1
IF (LIM IT.LE.20) UL«LIMIT
IF <Ll»»IT.GT.20) t-L"20
PRINT 24
GO TO 112*18). LPPINT
15 LB«LL+l
IF (LIMIT, GT. 30 ) UL-3O
PRINT 26































































































CO TO (12.18) . LP«!NT
PRINT 25, NAME2(2>- 1X0(1 >. -LB.LLl
POINT 25, NAME2(3> t (YS<1 > . =LB.LL)
PRINT 25. NAMES(7 >« <BETAQ( ).I«LB.LL1
POINT 23. NAMES (8 t* <Xt ( I 1. «LB.LLr
PRINT 35. NAME*( |fl) > (CPBODY( I 1. I-LB.LL)
IF <NEXTRAP.EO.ll GO TO 19
PRINT 25. NAME3( tZ) « <Pp( I ) . =L8 .LL
PRINT 25 t NAME( |4 >. <SBARP( I . I =LB . LI
IF (LIMIT. GT.LL. ANO. LL.LE, 1O1 GO TO I*









COMPUTE FORCE AND MOMENT COEFFICIENTS
1 (LIMIT). ¥O(LINIT )





OX 11 -XI (NAJ-X l (NA-1 1
DO 2 1 «1 .NA
GO TO 1 1
1 CONTINUE
2 CONTINUE













































































14 FORMAT C/SOX.19H FORCE COEFF1CIENTSX1
END
SUBROUTINE SIBEO (A.N.B.H.OETE»"•1PIVOT,NMAX.I SCALE)
SOLUTION OF SIMULTANEOUS LINEAR EQUATIONS
DIMENSION IPIVOT(N). A(NMAX.N). B(NMAX.M)













3 DO 6 K-l«N
IF fIPIVOTfKt-1) 4.6.39










9 I PI VQT ( ICOL.UMI-IPIVOT1 ICOLU«) + 1










































































































































IF CM) 14. 14.12








IF ( ABSIDETERMl-Rl ) IB, 16, 16
OETEPMwDE TERM/PI
ISCALE-ISCALe+1
IF I4BSIDETERMI-01 1 2U17.17
DETEHM=DETERM/R1
GO To 21
IF ( A8SIOETEPM)-Q21 l 9. 19,21





IF C»BS (PIVOT! )-Pl ) ?4,22*22
PI VOTl-PIVOTI/Rl







I SCALE" 1 SCALE- 1
DETERM=DETEPW«P1VOT1
DO 29 L-l .N
CONTINUE
IP <M) 32.32.30
DO 31 L«l .M
BC icoLUM.D-ei ICOLUM.D/PIVOT
REDUCE NON-PIVOT ROWS
DO 38 1.1 -1 .N
IF (Ll-ICOCUWl 33.38,33
T»*(L1 • ICCH-U")
DO 3B L«l .N
IF ( IPIVOTILI-I ) 34.3S.39
A (LI ,t- I-AIL1 .L)-A I ICOLUM.L )»T
CONTINUE
IF (M) 38.36.36
DO 37 l_ = t «M




FUNCTION OIF (L.M.NP.VAS! .VARO
LAGPANGIAN FORMULA IS USED
L » INTEGER. THE POINT OF X
VARI « ARRAY OF INDEPENDENT
DIMENSION VARI 1NP ) i vAPO(NP) i
OIF«O 17770000000000010000
IF (M.LT.l 1 PETUPN
N'2«M+1





















WHERE N IS ODD.
AND Y AT WHICH DERIVATIVE IS FOUND
VARIABLE. X. VARI ( NP 1





























































































J.EO.K) GO TO 4
DO 3 ("ItN
tI.EO.J) GO TO 3





































































Executive subroutine for computation of body
geometry
Runge-Kutta integration for body geometry
Computation of derivatives for body-geometry
integration
Computation of approximate shock shape for
NREAD = 0
Establishes line arrangement, accounting for
symmetry where appropriate, for computation
of £ -derivatives for function DIF
Computation of direction cosines of r-, 17-,
r-coordinates
Computation of flow quantities behind shock
Executive subroutine for computation of deriva-
tives for integration of equations
Computation of £-derivatives for integration of
equations
Runge-Kutta integration of equations
Print instructions
Computation of force and moment coefficients
Solution of simultaneous linear equations to eval-
uate corrections A?; to the shock shape










Beginning of "DO 104 LI = 1, NCASES" Loop
IF(M.EQ.5) Read (5, 900) THETAD, ALPHAD










on line N + 1 for




Compute initial values for integration by
' Call LGRANGE (to compute ETASP)
Compute ETA^ H, HK, SIGMA
Call DIRCOS (to compute direction cosines)
Call SHOCK (to compute shock relations)

















Integrate equations from ZETA = 1. to ZETA * 0.
r SUBROUTINE DERIV2 V~
(Executlve subroutine }
SUBROUTINE LGRANGE \
(computes 3d derivatives) /
TINE EQNS \




If ZETA - 0.
/SUBROUTINE PRINT;
(This test causes the computer to go
back and correct surface conditions


















If print run and plotting is
desired, punch cards
If NPIV=0, print CP and V
SET NPRINT=2
NEGP=1









NCYCLE.EQ.1.AND.VMAX.GT.VTEST) GO TO 85
NCYCLE.GT.1.AND.VMAX.GT.VTEST1) GO TO 85
VMAX.LE.VTEST) GO TO 80
N.EQ.1) GO TO 85
NCYCLE.GT.1.AND.VMAX.LT.VTEST1) NSKIP = 1
NCYCLE.GT.1.AND.VMAX.LT.VTEST1) GO TO 86
43
APPENDIX B







NCOUNT = NCOUNT + 1
KCOUNT = KCOUNT + 1


















(This path is the modified
Newton method(D(I,J) not recomputed))




A sample computation, which required 63 seconds on the Control Data series
6600 computer system, is presented for a conical wing of circular-arc cross section.
The input is
Input card no. Input
1 STMACH = 4.0, GAMMA = 1.4
2 N = 8, M = 4, NCASES = 1, NREAD = 0,
NSPACE = 1, NPLOT = 0, NPUNCH = 0
3 VTESTHD = 0.001, VTEST1 = 0.03
4 T = 0.06, THETAD = 40.0, ALPHAD = 5.0
Explanations of sections of the sample-computation output are provided at the end
of this appendix. Circled numbers at the left side of each section indicate the appropriate
explanatory note.
Input Cards for Sample Computation
4PpppP,Pn+r>l 1 4 P P 0 ~>0 P + •"> I
8 A 1 0 1 ^ 0
.00] ' .03
f)nnppp^n — P ] 4PPpPpnp + ^2 "=• HO0-00-TP-f O 1
Conical Flow by the Method of Lines
N= 3 M=4 NREAD=0 N S P A C E = 1 NP= 5
NA= 1 ANA= 0. N3= 1 BNB= 0.




STMACH* 4.C0000000t>00 GAMMA* 1.4CCCCOOOE*00 T* 6.00CCOOCOE-02 U E T A O * 4.00COOOOOE*01 *IPHAD= 5.03000000E*00
_E_PSIGCM* l.OCOOOOOOE-03
AAST* 4.677C7173E-01 P11NF* ( . i ;6357S36»00
.1KTCNT" £3C X1N1* 7.CCI38440E-C1
.DELTA{N+1>= 1.66854126E*C1 tc lMSCNICl* 6.28541702E»01 DELTA!SONIC I* 3.05521391E + C1
B E T A ( C E T ) = - 6.48525564E*01 C E L T A ( D £ T t . = 3.06670273E*C1
_ B E T A C ( h * l l - 3.7b356441E»01 S I C M / C * 2.11502315E»01 VNS* 6.4t245696E-Cl AMN* 2.5B498278E*00
NCirCLE- 1 AT 10M4'71 CS.3C .35 .
~ £ T A S
1.90074822E-01 1.86264468E-01 1.74993468E-01 1.56742131E-C1 1.3231C8116-01 1.C2820109E-01 6.97107713F-02 3.47437090E-02
C.
' E T A S F
-3.975050296-15 -8.677173206-02 -1.6SB85150E-01 -2.456ei939E-C1 -3.105037E6E-C1 -3.60692377E-CI -3.92569397E-01 -3.98268498E-01
CPIII Al S fCCK
_.6,8A40.42C8E-02 7.094338S4E-C2 7.8231I578E-C2 6.96587168E-02 1.04184704E-01 1.2039E004E-01 1.3647256BE-01 1.47911371E-01
J..57729710E-01
CFUI Al JlTl-0
7.81534261E-02 l .E7719CS2E-C2 £.04518Sa7E-02 8.29055452E-02 8.801573266-02 9.35569747E-02 1.09247799E-01 1.33933437E-01
" 1.5172S71CE-01
V
_ _^1.Q27.4347JE-02 -1.54861C64E-C2 -2.4fl455176E-02 -3.17337925E-02 -3.62433711E-02 -4.07320733E-02 -2.97161930E-02 -9.89687667E-03
9.3 131015SE-11
_"KCCU^T- 1 VMAX* 4 .C7E20733E-C2 EPSIG= 1 .CGCOOOCCE-C2 S P A C E R * 1.COOOOOOOE-C3 E P S I V A R * 1.000003006-06
ISCALE* 0 OETERH* 1.E5166ea6E-02
DtTA
7.18930322E-03 7.479529COE-03 8.345195966-03 7.437079S3E-03 4.42494704E-C3 1.34561885E-03 7.04132522E-04 -3.98756129E-04
~ ETAS
.1.S7264125E-01 1.937439S7E-Q1 l.f j3338684E-01 1.6417S211E-01 1.3673575BE-01 1.041657286-01 7.041490386^02 3.43449528E-02
E'T/isF._











_-2.32372S23E-03 -3.dlO£2426E-03 2.34943304E-03 6.CS3217C9E-03 1.24512301E-03 -4.72590541F-03 -4.40879567^-03
_"9.3i310iS9E-ll
_ KCCUN7* S VHAX= 6.09521769E-C3 EPSIG* 1.COOCOOCCE-03 SPACER" 1.00030000E-03 E P S [ V A R = l.OOOOOOOOE-06
1SCAIE" 0 DETERf - 1.15186t£ 6S-02
'
i?J23_96E-04 -1.63631557E-Q4 4.52267928E-04 2.62971557E-04 1.06839S48E-C3 -5.53215907E-04 1.67068287^-04 -5.74513474E-04






1.935D03t5E-ol 1.8379CS52E-01 1.644421U2E-C1 1.378C«158E-C1 1.03612512E-01 7.05819721E~02
"fTAsT
-2.699218296-15 -7.79516172E-02 -1.64960922E-01 ~2.6463956e£-01 -3 .55575754E-01 -3.B7643089E-01 -4.008087566-01 •
-3.16J75467E-01
CP(I) >T ShCCK
"^7.622£t5C6E-p2 7.789469C4E-C2 8.667740866-02 1.011029636-01 1.209S5818E-01 1.29BB4031E-01 1.40644918E-01
_U5_77297J 01-01
? P J I ' _ A T 2ETA»0
B.479ai732E-02 8.44352046E-C2 £.£52251976-1)2 8.981964d:6-02 1.05151827E-01 1. 16730671E-01 1.256370S2E-01
K5i)2971CE-01jr
" __2".920BJ4C6E-03 -1.56491J04E-04 -3.147E5C99E-03 1.21330433E-04 3.29330426E-03 -3.26140127E-04 -1.15092288E-03
_St3J_310lS9E-ll
_KXCUKT» 9 VMAX- 3.293304266-C3 EPSIG» l .COOOOCCCE-03 SPACER* 1.OOOOOOOOE-C3 E F S I V A R * 1.000000006-06
. ' ISCALE- 0 DET6PP* 1.E51866B6E-02
^/ifl3"810746-05 -7.25714£87E-C6 S .33015996E-05 8.376179S46-C6 3.67t81C34E-C4 2.33780010E-04 -4.144701396-05 2.85154590E-04








^-6878.7742E-15 -7.77115936E-02 -1.651345806-01 ~2.627820306-01 -3.537304246-01 -3.91020138E-01 -4.000676866-01
-3.86875467E-01
CP( l l »T ShCCK
__7^_'2686232E-02 7.787164B3E-02 8.679638586-02 1.007725436-01 1.209340376-01 1.311935636-01 1.403056426-01
1.577297106-01
"CPII I AT JEIA-0
__8,jfcJ4579iCE-02 8.416915E2E-C2 E.71BB6S17E-02 9.058C458SE-02 1.03133691E-01 1.17084420E-01 1.26363302E-01
1.5172S710E-01
y_ -
__-!,Ii«_77696-03 I.I3I425«£-03 -I.£8037764£-0< -I. 5I5C53S2E-03 7.6<S52311IE-04 7.47407610E-04 -l.3«3««4Ze-o-
..9_.31310I99E-11
J-KCCUNT* 9 VMAX* 1.515C53SiE-C3 EPSIG* l.COOOOOCOE-03 SPACER* 1.000000006-03 E P S I V A R * l.OOOOOOOOE-06
ISCfLJ- ' 0 OETEKK* 1.£51866861-02
_PJTA
-7_.278bt226E-05 1.03219190E-C4 -7.40353469E-05 l.cat38526E-04 -7.34154554E-C5 3.17454440E-04 -8.71735178E-05 2.82C61778E-04
.30.
L.17_«53X55E-dl 1.93676327E-01 1.B3B1C218E-01 1 .645591S7E-CI 1. 38C975t 3E-01 1.C4163747E-01 7.04533516E-02
JTASP '_
1.^56_992^i9E-15 -7.772631 18E-Q2 - 1.65092636E-01 -2.62981758E-C1 -3.52 127250E-CI -3.S1289616E-01 -4.00407253E-01
7.797943C6E-C2 E. 671406486-02 1.00922343E-01 1.204705616-01 1. 31601735E-01 1 .40356878E-01
.






-3.96'09r4fl9E-'o4 1.37705286E-04 4 -02041730E-04 -3. 5744164 JE-04 -3.81£99463E-04 4.451 18496E-04 7. 879707586-05 6.76C67275E-05
^-"•
47




ti»*i'.4= 1. 4CCCCUCOE*\JO T= t.CCCCOGCUE-02 T t -ET 40 = 4 .OOOOOQOOt *0
*C1 eE1MSUN[C l = t . 2 E 5 4 1 7 0 2 E * C l D£U A( SON 1C ) = 3 .U5 52139L E*0 1
B E 1 M C E T J * t .4352!>5t4E+Ol C E L T A ( U E U = 3 .C667Q273E * Cl
SUMMARY PRINT HLCCK















X C B A R
xs
v s
X S 6 A R
Y S b A R










- 2 . 9 5 4 7 E « C L - l . t>204fc*0 -S.5376E*00 - t .3797EtQO -4 .2485E*CO -2.6166E*00 -1.2443E*00 1.4471E-08
1.C469E-C1 2.1C91JE-0 3.2J53E-CI 4.3526E-01 5 . 5 7 3 B E - C 1 6.8965E-01 B.3562F.-01 l.OOOOE»00
9.1226E-li 1.B3C1E-0 2. 7o2UE-Cl 3.7624E-01 4.7901E-01 5.d894E-01 7,0786F-Ol B.3910E-01
- < > . 4 9 L b E - C l -2.3S18E-C -2.1901E-G1 -1.9012E-0 -1.508SE-C1 -1.081SE-01 -5.7030E-02 2.1193E-10
I . C E 7 2 E - C 1 2.1t82E-0 3.3154E-C1 4.4B39E-0 5.7J86E-01 7.0187E-01 8,4360E-01 1.0000E*00
















1 - 2. 11926C6tiE-10
E T A S U I "
E T A S U M
E T A S U I "
E T A S I 11*
E T A S f I ) '
E T A S ) I t "










































C R O S S M





















- 3 . ii 5 5 Z E - 1 0











- 3.0 17 IE— C!l
-3.01 71E-01
1.S765E-01


















1=2 1=3 1=4 1-5 1=6 1=7 1=8 1=9
. 3633E-CZ B.tJOOUE-02 S.5104E-02 1.048dE-01 1. ID4-.E-C1 1. 14B2E-01 1.1945E-01 .2351E-01
.233fiE-Ci 1.2SB2E-C2 .4031E-C2 1.5472E-02 .6294E-C2 1 .6939E-02 I. 762 3E -02 .8221E-02
. 6 7 3 4 E * C C I.S712E + 00 .1303E*00 2.3493E»-uO .4739E*00 2.5720E*00 2.6757E»00 ,7666E*00
. 5 5 4 £ £ » - i C K6CS2E*UU ,£95IF + CO l.aCSUE'OO ,fl697f:*00 1 .9169E*00 t.965dE*00 ,0076E*00
. 0138E +CO 1.9966E*00 .9t>93E+00 1.93COE*00 .8 783E*CO 1.8101F*00 l.7279E»00 .fa316F.*00
- . 4 3 5 2 E - C 1 -4..0378E-01 - .3739E-01 -2.5274E-01 - .746UE-01 -1.06B4E-01 -4.4477E-02 .3L31E-11
- -62086-u l -3.1722E-01 - .6059E-01 -5.9566E-01 - .4248E-C1 -d.9183E-01 -1.0333E*00 - ,1701E*00
. C 6 7 t E » C C 2. CSS HE* 00 .046dE*00 2 .0285c*00 .0178E*00 2.0095E*00 2.0006F>00 ,9929E*00
. 153f t t - t2 >.t 175E-C2 .032-JE-C1 1.3t>66E-01 -545'»E-C1 I -6976E-01 1.8540E-01 .9995E-01
.742t f - t2 3.96t5E-02 .929BE-C2 1.0237E-01 .19310-01 1.2757E-01 1.3605E-01 .4044F-01
-2.t6l>lE-t3 -1.2765E-02 - .3729E-C2 -6.7733E-02 - .0064F-C1 -1.3056E-01 -1.5797E-01 - .8172F-01
1 .6147E-C2 4.1574E-C2 7. 320 tf -02 1.Q935E-01 .2934E-01 1.4114E-01 1.5389E-01 .6334E-01
-3 .7313E-02 -7.515JE-02 -U0056E-C1 -1.3U5E-01 - .4625E-C1 -1.5B66F-01 -1.708BE-01 - .8172E-01
2 . C f a 7 t E * C C 2. C 59 BE* 00 2.0468E*00 2.02BiE*00 .017dE*CO 2.0CS5E*OC 2.0006E*00 ,9929E*00
b.C2u6E-l)l 1 -1563E*OU 2.0484f»CC 3.CB56E*00 3.6o7(>F + CO 4.0176F*00 4.39B6E»00 4.6857E*00
b . f c 4 1 2 E » C l a.7911c*0l 8.7189^*01 d.b306E*OE d.5863E*01 8.5497E*01 8.5132E»01 8.4807E*01
l.Cel2E-01 2.16E2E-01 3.3154E-C1 <t.483^E-Ol 5.7086E-01 7.0187E-01 8.4360E-01 1.0000F*00
l .Cd72F-Cl 2.1BB2E-01 3 .3154E-C 4.4839E-01 5.7086E-C1 7.0187E-01 8.4360E-01 1.0000E*00
- 2 . 9 G 9 3 E - C 1 -2.t504E-Cl -Z. t lOlE-C -2.265dE-Ql -1.7978E-CL -U2B89E-01 -6.7965E-02 2.5256E-10
l.S Joet-Cl UB3dlE-Cl 1.6430E-0 1.3H10E-01 1.0416E-01 7.0453F-02 3. 4 33 8F -02 0.
- 4 . 6 C 1 3 E - C 1 -4.tC36t-01 -4.t27SF-0 -4.6605E-01 -4.6764F-C1 -4.6531E-01 -4.6076E-01 IIIII
1.6 ? 1 C E * C C 2.C236£*00 2.2746c*CO 2.5933E*00 2 .7597E*CO 2.8409E*00 2. 892 IE* 00 II It 1
3.S25 iE* i .C 3.4£47E*00 3.4220E*CO 3.3409E*00 3.297lF*00 3,2fa37E*00 3.2292F»00 3.1998E*00
8 . C 4 7 6 E - C I 8.6796E-01 9.5335F-01 1.0620E+00 1.2405E*CC 1.4507E*00 1.6585E*00 1.8647E*00
1 . C C C 1 E - L 2 1.2tl65-C2 1. 7412E-C2 2. 49 82 E- 02 2.97JUE-02 3.3662E-02 3.7993E-02 4.1920E-02
*.5G92E-l)2 4.5210E-02 4.5427E-02 4.5772E-02 4.5990E-C2 4.6171E-02 4.6372E-02 4.6554E-02
S . 7 3 3 1 E - C 1 9.68S3E-01 9.5740E-01 9.3946E-01 9.2837E-C1 9.1929E-01 9.0939E-01 9.0050E-01
t > . t l l O E » C C t.5679E*00 6.48S6E»00 &.3680E*00 6.292BF.+00 6.2313E*00 6.1642E»00 6.1039E*00
3 .5527E-14 3.3527E-14 2.6422E-14 3. 5 5 2 7 E- 14 ^ .55^7E-14 3.5527E-14 3. 552 7E -14 4.2633E-1
-1 .135CE-C2 5.7C38E-04 1.4703E-02 1.7373E-02 1.1109F-C2 9.9101F-03 5. 581 3E -03 IIII
-8-5911E-C2 -7.4178E-02 -5.5i36E-02 -3.472UE-02 -1.83&7E-C2 -7.4376E-03 -1.8593F-03 IIII
1 . 4 5 4 7 E - C 2 3.49S2E-02 £. 1 189E-C2 3.S4BOE-02 2.1699E-C2 1.8557E-02 8.9573E-03 IIII
-1.1352E.-C2 -5.2£3oE-03 -1.2361E-02 -1.3J25E-02 -7.69WE-C3 -6.3215E-03 -3.6329E-03 IIII
2.SC71E-C ; 6.6313E-J2 1.03C4F-C1 9.1312E-02 5.2559E-C2 5.0881E-02 4.9627E-02 IIIII
-1.2389E-C1 -2.5419E-01 -3.7787E-C1 -5.1604E-01 -6.8378E-C1 -8.6120E-01 -1.01S6E*00 IIIII
2. 9 46 5E -01 6.iei6E-Cl 8.9450E-01 9.5734E-01 8.3252F-01 7.5052E-01 6.1038E-01 II I I I
- l .d23U*CC -l.7C98E*00 -1.5684E*00 -1.59716*00 -1.71HE»CO -1.6tB5E*00 -l.5897E*00 11111
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.6 5 8 6 * C C
.8 176-Ct
.5 71E-03




















































2. C 5906*00 2.0490E*OC
8.30286-02 1.01506-01
3.48a7E-C2 6.20006-02
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X B S C K 1 C =






o a 2 2 £ - C l
7.2572E-02 7.3*U5t-£2























2 C 3 6 E - C 1
S 3 4 5 E - L 1
L & b 7 E - C f
1U19E-C2
5 2 C 8 E - C 1
b 5 4 3 E * C C
= 2





C 6 3 2 E » C C
-2 .7414E-C1





-1 .580 /E-C I
UbSUOE-C 1
4. 1777E-02

























-4 .27C6E-02 -3 -
-(..3261E-04 9.
-1.7t3>E-U2 -2
3 .Cc7o f -C2 6.













































































































































































































































































































-1. 79066-01 -1.7843E-G1 -
































. 9.99246-17 5.5920E-C2 9.4673E-02
4.1806E-01 .51646-01 4.B357E-01 5.0644E-01 5.3436f-01 .6461F-01
1.34926-02 .45756-02 1.56186-02 I.O344E-J2 1.7245E-02 .8221E-02
2.04856*00 .2130E*00 2.3714E*CO 2.48156*00 2.61B4E*00 • .7666E*00
-1.72866-01 -1.3193E-01 -8.9681E-02 -5.5300F-02 -2. 27776-02 .3131E-11
-4.7281E-01 -6.10C9E-01 -7.52046-01 -8.9916E-01 -l.0373R*00 - .17016*00
2.0491E+00 2.03506*00 2.0236E+CO 2.01466*00 2.00396*00 .99296*00
S.998LE-02 1.2650E-01 1.4373E-CI 1.50056-01 1.58236-01 .6334E-01
6.I&86E-02 9.5478E-d2 I.2026E-01 1.34I1E-01 1.5006E-01 .6334E-O1
-1.0262E-01 -1.1931E-01 -1.3411E-CI -1.4728E-01 -1.63506-01 - .8172E-01
2.04916*00 2.03506*00 2.0236E*CO 2.014&E*CO 2.0039E*00 .9929F*00
l.7244E*00 2.6862E*00 3.40116*00 3.80856*00 4.28266*00 .68576*00
8.71346*01 8.66486*01 8.6215E*C1 8.5828E*Ol 8.5348E*Ol .4807F*01
3.2598E-C1 4.4176E-01 5. 64086-01 6.95746-01 d.3960E-Ol .OOOOE*00
1.9464E-01 3.Q080E-01 3.9409E-CI 5.5067F-01 7.2385E-01 .OOOOF*00
-1.5623E-01 -1.3680E-01 -1.1314E-01 -7.9997E-02 -4.3006E-02 -5256E-10
-1.7092E-01 -1.5927E-01 -1.4480E-01 -1.1306E-01 -7.2769E-02 2.5256E-10
8.228CE-02 6.9049E-02 5.2062E-C2 3.5227E-02 1.7149E-02 0.
-2.366SE-C1 -2.4059E-01 -2.3758E-01 -2.3570E-01 -2.3164E-01 1IIII
4.02226*00 4.0784E*00 4.1363E*CO 4.15206*00 4.16196*00 HIM
3.43316*00 3.3699E*00 3.31936*00 3.28186*00 3.2407E*00 3.19986*00
9.351dF.-Cl 9.23636-01 S.I 8 5E-CI 9.1044E-01 9.05C8E-01 9.0050E-01
6.3390E*00 6.26076*00 6.22 66*00 6.1713E*00 6.1349E*00 6.10396*00
-6.50626-05 2.6518E-04 -7.97 2E-C5 -9.86906-05 1.2716E-05 4.2633E-14
3.4311E-03 7.9212E-03 7.33 56-03 6.6726E-03 4.6826E-03 III II
-2.5394E-02 -1.67106-02 -8.96 76-C3 -3.5643E-03 -1.03286-03 IIIII
-2.56446-02 -1.2643E-02 -1.0346E-C2 -9.6887E-03 -3.85546-03 HIM
6.1337E-02 8.84136-02 6.7J97E-02 6.0449E-02 7.2699E-02 III I I
-4.63906-01 -5.96936-01 -7.42C9F-CI -8.95596-01 -1.03556*00 IIIII
-1.63036*00 -1.57816*00 -1.66456*00 -1.63986*00 -1.54786*00 Utll
7.80106-02 3.61026-02 3.U77E-C2 3.60506-02 2.50726-02 IIIII
YBSCMC* -1 .3
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- l . fa lbCF-C l
1 .1775E-C1
I =2






- O . C C & C E - C 3
-3. 714H-12
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Z E T A = l .OCCCClOOQE-01
P / R C V S Q















































































































































. C 5 6 6 £ « O C
.7227£»C1
.C509E-01





. C 5 C 7 E - C 2










. C 4 6 S E - C 1
.CUOCE*OU
.1920E-C2
. ( 5 5 4 E - C 2
. 4 9 7 J E - C ^
.C745E-C3
































































































































































.88336*00 -l .6937E*00 -1.6012E*00
.5C71C2S2E-C;






















































































































































































































C P J I J AT 111A=Q ' .
8.4'-45;257E-02 £ .42U315GS£-Ci fl. b8 79 1277E-02 9. 1 3052 18£ E-02 I .02 6595S7E-0 I 1. I66U573E-01 1 .265t>14b3E-01 1.40 U5412E-0 I
1 .57J2571CE-01 . '
-3.6S513d90E-04 1 . 370345SSE-U4 3.SE745557E-04 -3.57J41751E-04 -3.8211911dE-04 4.45217430E-04 7.87718496E-05 6.76090B49E-05
9.313l0199t-U
F O R C E C O E F F I C I E N T S




fl) Some input and auxiliary parameters.
Initial shock shape and quantities computed from the first pivotal integration.
3 Change in the shock shape computed by regular Newton method. (See ref. 1.)
Note that the results of the N variational integrations are not printed.
Shock shape for second pivotal integration and computed quantities from this
integration. Since VMAX < VTEST1 at this stage, the modified Newton
method (ref. 1) is used to compute corrections to the shock shape; that is,
the previously computed Jacobian matrix is used, and consequently, DETERM
is equal to the value from the previously computed value. Note that a modified
Newton iteration cycle requires only one integration, since the N variational
runs are bypassed.
Change in shock shape computed by modified Newton method.
Shock shape for third pivotal integration and computed quantities.
? New correction to shock shape computed by modified Newton method.
Shock shape for fourth pivotal integration and computed quantities.
9j New correction to shock shape computed by modified Newton method.
^^
(lO) Shock shape for fourth pivotal integration and computed quantities. The solution
now satisfies the convergence criterion VMAX < VTESTHD.
Some input, auxiliary, and secondary parameters printed beginning on a new page.
(12) Coordinates of Mach cone behind shock centered at wing apex.
Summary print block.
Arc length, wing coordinates, and shock quantities.
l5 Zeta print block at shock.
(16) Sonic-line coordinates referenced to wing semispan.
(17) Zeta print block at wing surface.
(18) Windward-line zeta limit.
54
APPENDIX C
U9) Surf ace-pressure coefficients and normal velocities-
(20) Force coefficients and center-of-pressure location.
55
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